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Abstract
We identify a subalgebra Ĥ +n of the extended affine Hecke algebra Ĥn of type A. The subalgebra Ĥ +n
is a u-analogue of the monoid algebra of Sn  Zn0 and inherits a canonical basis from that of Ĥn. We
show that its left cells are naturally labeled by tableaux filled with positive integer entries having distinct
residues mod n, which we term positive affine tableaux (PAT).
We then exhibit a cellular subquotient R1n of Ĥ +n that is a u-analogue of the ring of coinvariants
C[y1, . . . , yn]/(e1, . . . , en) with left cells labeled by PAT that are essentially standard Young tableaux with
cocharge labels. Multiplying canonical basis elements by a certain element π ∈ Ĥ +n corresponds to ro-
tations of words, and on cells corresponds to cocyclage. We further show that R1n has cellular quotients
Rλ that are u-analogues of the Garsia–Procesi modules Rλ with left cells labeled by (a PAT version of) the
λ-catabolizable tableaux.
We give a conjectural description of a cellular filtration of Ĥ +n , the subquotients of which are isomor-
phic to dual versions of Rλ under the perfect pairing on R1n . This turns out to be closely related to the
combinatorics of the cells of Ĥn worked out by Shi, Lusztig, and Xi, and we state explicit conjectures
along these lines. We also conjecture that the k-atoms of Lapointe, Lascoux and Morse (2003) [9] and the
R-catabolizable tableaux of Shimozono and Weyman (2000) [20] have cellular counterparts in Ĥ +n . We
extend the idea of atom copies from Lapointe, Lascoux and Morse (2003) [9] to positive affine tableaux and
give descriptions, mostly conjectural, of some of these copies in terms of catabolizability.
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It is well known that the ring of coinvariants R1n = C[y1, . . . , yn]/(e1, . . . , en), thought of
as a CSn-module with Sn acting by permuting the variables, is a graded version of the regular
representation. However, how a decomposition of this module into irreducibles is compatible
with multiplication by the yi remains a mystery.
A precise question one can ask along these lines goes as follows. Let E ⊆ Rd be an Sn-
irreducible, where Rd is the d-th graded part of the polynomial ring R = C[y1, . . . , yn]. Suppose
that the isotypic component of Rd containing E is E itself. Then define I ⊆ R to be the sum of
all homogeneous ideals J ⊆R that are left stable under the Sn-action and satisfy J ∩E = 0. The
quotient R/I contains E as the unique Sn-irreducible of top degree d . It is natural to ask
What is the graded character of R/I?
The most familiar examples of such quotients are the Garsia–Procesi modules Rλ (see [5]),
which correspond to the case that E is of shape λ and d = n(λ)=∑i (i − 1)λi ; refer to this rep-
resentation E ⊆ Rn(λ) as the Garnir representation of shape λ or, more briefly, Gλ. Combining
the work of Hotta and Springer (see [6]) and Lascoux [10] (see also [20]) gives the Frobenius
series
FRλ(t)=
∑
T ∈SYT
ctype(T )λ
tcocharge(T )ssh(T ), (1)
where ctype(T ) is the catabolizability of T (see Section 5.4).
Though this interpretation of the character of Rλ has been known for some time, the only
proofs were difficult and indirect. One of the goals of this research, towards which we have been
partially successful, was to give a more transparent explanation of the appearance of catabolism
in the combinatorics of the coinvariants.
More recent work suggests that there are other combinatorial mysteries hiding in the ring of
coinvariants. We strongly suspect that modules with graded characters corresponding to the k-
atoms of Lapointe, Lascoux, and Morse [9] and a generalization of k-atoms due to Li-Chung
Chen [4] sit inside the coinvariants as subquotients. It is also natural to conjecture that the gen-
eralization of catabolism due to Shimozono and Weyman [20] gives a combinatorial description
of certain subquotients of the coinvariants which are graded versions of induction products of
Sn-irreducibles.
This paper describes an approach to these problems using canonical bases, which has so far
been quite successful and will hopefully help solve some of the difficult conjectures in this area.
After reviewing the necessary background on Weyl groups and Hecke algebras (Section 2) and
canonical bases and cells (Section 3), we introduce the central algebraic object of our work,
a subalgebra Ĥ + of the extended affine Hecke algebra which is a u-analogue of the monoid
algebra of Sn  Zn0. In Section 4, we establish some basic properties of this subalgebra and
describe its left cells. It turns out that these cells are naturally labeled by tableaux filled with
positive integer entries having distinct residues mod n, which we term positive affine tableaux
(PAT). Our investigations have convinced us that these are excellent combinatorial objects for
describing graded Sn-modules.
After some preparatory combinatorics and formalism in Section 5, we go on to show in Sec-
tion 6 that Ĥ + has a cellular quotient R1n that is a u-analogue of R1n . The module R1n has a
2294 J. Blasiak / Advances in Mathematics 228 (2011) 2292–2351canonical basis labeled by affine words that are essentially standard words with cocharge labels,
with left cells labeled by PAT that are essentially standard tableaux with cocharge labels. Multi-
plying canonical basis elements by a certain element π ∈ Ĥ + corresponds to rotations of words,
and on left cells corresponds to cocyclage.
In this cellular picture of the coinvariants, Gλ corresponds to a left cell of R1n labeled by
a PAT of shape λ, termed the Garnir tableau of shape λ, again denoted Gλ. In Section 7, we
identify u-analogues Rλ of the Rλ and give several equivalent descriptions of these objects.
Most importantly, we show that Rλ is cellular and its left cells are labeled by (a PAT version of)
the λ-catabolizable tableaux. The proof uses several ingredients:
• The positivity of the structure coefficients of the canonical basis of Ĥ +.
• Identifying certain canonical basis elements of Ĥ + as elementary symmetric functions in
subsets of the Bernstein generators Y1, . . . , Yn (Theorem 7.7).
• The u= 1 results of Garsia and Procesi, and Bergeron and Garsia.
Given these ingredients, the proof is quite easy. One of the hopes of this approach was to give a
proof of Eq. (1) not relying on the u = 1 results. Though we have not yet achieved this goal, the
cellular picture provided by Ĥ + seems to give an extremely good way of connecting represen-
tation theory with difficult combinatorics, both intuitively and conjecturally.
There is a well-known perfect pairing 〈·,·〉: R1n × R1n → C given by 〈f1, f2〉 equal to the
projection of f1f2 onto the sign representation of R1n . In Section 8.1, we conjecture a stronger
duality for the canonical basis of R1n which is surprisingly subtle. Under the perfect pairing,
the Garsia–Procesi modules correspond to what we call dual Garsia–Procesi modules. If the
conjectured duality holds, then these modules have u-analogues that are cellular, called dual GP
csq (csq stands for cellular subquotient).
The final goal of this paper, the subject of Section 9, is to describe our progress towards
connecting more elaborate combinatorics with other cellular subquotients of Ĥ +. Though we
are primarily interested in subquotients of the coinvariants, it appears that there are many other
copies of these subquotients in Ĥ +. Though we believe these copies to be isomorphic as cellu-
lar subquotients, they come with genuinely different combinatorics, just as the cocyclage poset
on semistandard tableaux is not obviously isomorphic to a subposet of the cocyclage poset on
standard tableaux. We conjecture that there is a cellular filtration of Ĥ +, the subquotients of
which are isomorphic to dual GP csq. This turns out to be closely related to the combinatorics of
the cells of the extended affine Weyl group worked out by Shi, Lusztig, and Xi [19,16,24], and
we state explicit conjectures along these lines. We also conjecture descriptions of some of these
copies of dual GP csq in terms of a version of catabolizability for PAT. In Section 9.6 we show
that a certain subset of PAT are essentially the same as semistandard tableaux of partition con-
tent, and conjecture a similar statement for arbitrary content. This leads to a new interpretation
of charge for semistandard tableaux (proven for partition content, conjectural in general).
We also conjecture that the R-catabolizable tableaux of Shimozono and Weyman, the k-atoms
of Lascoux, Lapointe, and Morse, and Chen’s atoms all have cellular counterparts in Ĥ +. The
conjectural isomorphic copies of such atoms in Ĥ + generalize both Lascoux’s standardization
map [10] and the atom copies in [9]. We believe that a critical problem towards understand-
ing k-atoms and catabolizability is to produce a combinatorial structure less rigid than tableaux
that makes it obvious that these copies are isomorphic. See the introduction to Section 9 and
Remark 9.13 for more about this.
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Following [7] (see also [17]), we introduce Weyl groups and Hecke algebras in full generality.
In Section 4 and on, we work only in type A.
2.1. Let (W,S) be a Coxeter group and Π an abelian group acting on (W,S) by automor-
phisms. The extended Coxeter group associated to this data is the pair (We,S), where We is
the semidirect product Π  W . The length function  and partial order  on W extend to We:
(πv)= (v), and πv  π ′v′ if and only if π = π ′ and v  v′, where π,π ′ ∈Π , v, v′ ∈W .
If (uv)= (u)+(v), then uv = u ·v is a reduced factorization. The notation L(w)= {s ∈ S:
sw <w},R(w)= {s ∈ S: ws <w} will be used for the left and right descent sets of w.
Although it is possible to allow parabolic subgroups to be extended Coxeter groups, we define
a parabolic subgroup of We to be an ordinary parabolic subgroup of W to simplify the discussion
(this is the only case we will need).
For any J ⊆ S, the parabolic subgroup WeJ = WJ is the subgroup of We generated by J .
Each left (resp. right) coset wWeJ (resp. WeJw) of WeJ contains a unique element of minimal
length called a minimal coset representative. The set of all such elements is denoted WeJ (resp.
JWe). For any w ∈We, define wJ , Jw by
w =wJ · Jw, wJ ∈WeJ , Jw ∈WeJ . (2)
Similarly, define wJ , Jw by
w =wJ · Jw, wJ ∈WeJ , Jw ∈ JWe. (3)
2.2. Let (Y,α′i , α′∨i ), i ∈ [n− 1] be the root system specifying a reductive algebraic group G
over C. Write Y∨ for the dual lattice Hom(Y,Z) and 〈·,·〉 for the pairing between Y and Y∨. Let
Wf be the Weyl group of this root system and S = {s1, . . . , sn−1} the set of simple reflections.
The group Wf is the subgroup of automorphisms of the lattice Y generated by the reflections si .
Let R′f be the set of roots and Q′f the root lattice.
The extended affine Weyl group is the semidirect product
We := Y Wf .
Elements of Y ⊆We will be denoted by the multiplicative notation yλ,λ ∈ Y .
The group We is also equal to Π Wa , where Wa is the Weyl group of an affine root system
we will now construct and Π is an abelian group. Let X = Y∨ ⊕Z and δ be a generator of Z. The
pairing of X and X∨ is obtained by extending the pairing of Y and Y∨ together with 〈δ,Y 〉 = 0.
Let φ′ be the dominant short root of (Y,α′i , α′∨i ) and θ = φ′∨ the highest coroot. For i = 0 put
αi = α′∨i and α∨i = α′i ; put α0 = δ − θ and α∨0 = −φ′. Then (X,αi, α∨i ), i ∈ [0, n − 1], is an
affine root system with Weyl group Wa .
The abelian group Q′f is realized as a subgroup of Wa acting on X and X∨ by translations.
This action extends to an action of Y , which realizes We as a subgroup of the automorphisms
of X and X∨. The inclusion Wa ↪→ We is given on simple reflections by si → si for i = 0 and
s0 → yφ′sφ′ . The subgroup Wa is normal in We with quotient We/Wa ∼= Y/Q′f , denoted Π . And,
as was our goal, we have We =Π Wa .
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Y+ =
{
λ ∈ Y : 〈λ,α′∨i 〉 0 for all i}. (4)
Let K = {s0, s1, . . . , sn−1} be the set of simple reflections of Wa . The pairs (Wf ,S) and
(Wa,K) are Coxeter groups, and (We,K) is an extended Coxeter group. The parabolic subgroup
WeS is equal to Wf .
2.3. Let A = Z[u,u−1] be the ring of Laurent polynomials in the indeterminate u and A−
be the subring Z[u−1]. The Hecke algebra H (W) of an (extended) Coxeter group (W,S) is the
free A-module with basis {Tw: w ∈W } and relations generated by
TuTv = Tuv if uv = u · v is a reduced factorization,
(Ts − u)
(
Ts + u−1
)= 0 if s ∈ S. (5)
For each J ⊆ S, H (W)J denotes the subalgebra of H (W) with A-basis {Tw: w ∈ WJ },
which is also the Hecke algebra of WJ .
2.4. The extended affine Hecke algebra Ĥ is the Hecke algebra H (We). Just as the ex-
tended affine Weyl group We can be realized both as Π  Wa and Y  Wf , the extended affine
Hecke algebra can be realized in two analogous ways.
The algebra Ĥ contains the Hecke algebra H (Wa) and is isomorphic to the twisted group
algebra Π ·H (Wa) generated by Π and H (Wa) with relations generated by
πTw = Tπwπ−1π
for π ∈Π , w ∈Wa .
There is also a presentation of Ĥ due to Bernstein. For any λ ∈ Y there exist μ,ν ∈ Y+ such
that λ = μ− ν. Define
Yλ := Tyμ(Tyν )−1,
which is independent of the choice of μ and ν. The algebra Ĥ is the free A-module with basis
{YλTw: w ∈Wf , λ ∈ Y } and relations generated by
TiY
λ = YλTi if
〈
λ,α′∨i
〉= 0,
T −1i Y
λT −1i = Y si(λ) if
〈
λ,α′∨i
〉= 1,
(Ti − u)
(
Ti + u−1
)= 0
for all i ∈ [n − 1], where Ti := Tsi . From this, one may deduce the more general commutation
relation for λ ∈ Y :
TiY
λ − Y si(λ)Ti = (u− u
−1)(Y α′i )
α′
(
Yλ − Y si(λ)), i ∈ [n− 1]. (6)Y i − 1
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differs slightly from its counterpart [7, (19)] for the left.
We will make use of the following three important bases of Ĥ ; the last one, the canonical
basis, will be defined in the next section.
(i) The standard basis {Tw: w ∈We}.
(ii) The Bernstein basis {YλTw: λ ∈ Y, w ∈Wf }.
(iii) The canonical basis {C′w: w ∈We}.
We remark that {TwYλ: λ ∈ Y, w ∈Wf } is also a basis of Ĥ and that the results we state using
the basis (ii) have counterparts using this basis, but we will not state them explicitly.
3. Canonical bases and cells
3.1. The bar-involution, ·¯, of H (W) is the additive map from H (W) to itself extending
the involution ·¯ :A → A given by u = u−1 and satisfying Tw = T −1w−1 . Observe that Ts = T −1s =
Ts + u−1 − u for s ∈ S. Some simple ·¯-invariant elements of H (W) are C′id := Tid and C′s :=
Ts + u−1 = T −1s + u, s ∈ S. The ·¯-invariant u-integers are [k] := u
k−u−k
u−u−1 ∈A.
3.2. In [8], Kazhdan and Lusztig introduce W -graphs as a combinatorial structure for de-
scribing an H (W)-module with a special basis. A W -graph consists of a vertex set Γ , an edge
weight μ(δ, γ ) ∈ Z for each ordered pair (δ, γ ) ∈ Γ × Γ , and a descent set L(γ ) ⊆ S for each
γ ∈ Γ . These are subject to the condition that AΓ has a left H (W)-module structure given by
C′sγ =
{ [2]γ if s ∈ L(γ ),∑
{δ∈Γ : s∈L(δ)} μ(δ, γ )δ if s /∈ L(γ ). (7)
We will use the same name for a W -graph and its vertex set. If an H (W)-module E has
an A-basis Γ that satisfies (7) for some choice of descent sets, then we say that Γ gives E a
W -graph structure, or Γ is a W -graph on E.
It is convenient to define two W -graphs Γ,Γ ′ to be isomorphic if they give rise to isomorphic
H (W)-modules with basis. That is, Γ ∼= Γ ′ if there is a bijection α :Γ → Γ ′ of vertex sets such
that L(α(γ )) = L(γ ) and μ(α(δ),α(γ )) = μ(δ, γ ) whenever L(δ)  L(γ ).
Define the lattice
L =A−{Tw: w ∈W }.
Theorem 3.1. (See Kazhdan and Lusztig [8].) For each w ∈ W , there is a unique element C′w ∈
H (W) such that C′w = C′w and C′w is congruent to Tw mod u−1L . There exist integers μ(x,w),
x,w ∈W so that {C′w: w ∈W } gives H (W) a W -graph structure.
The A-basis {C′w: w ∈ W } of H (W) is the canonical basis or Kazhdan–Lusztig basis. The
corresponding W -graph is denoted ΓW .
The coefficients of the C′’s in terms of the T ’s are the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials P ′x,w :
C′w =
∑
P ′x,wTx. (8)
x∈W
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q1/2 = u.) The W -graph ΓW may be described in terms of Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials as
follows: the edge weight μ(x,w) is equal to the coefficient of u−1 in P ′x,w (resp. P ′w,x ) if x w
(resp. w  x).
Remark 3.2. Not all of the integers μ(x,w) matter for the H (W)-module structure on AΓW ,
i.e., different choices of certain edge weights would lead to isomorphic W -graphs. However, the
convention above in which μ(w,x) = μ(x,w) is sometimes convenient and we maintain this
throughout the paper.
3.3. Let Γ be a W -graph and put E =AΓ . The preorderΓ (also denotedE) on the vertex
set Γ is generated by the relations/edges
δ ←−
Γ
γ
if there is an h ∈H (W) such that δ appears with non-zero
coefficient in the expansion of hγ in the basis Γ . (9)
Equivalence classes of Γ are the left cells of Γ . Sometimes we will speak of the left cells of E
or the preorder on E to mean that of Γ , when the W -graph Γ is clear from context. A cellular
submodule of E is a submodule of E that is spanned by a subset of Γ (and is necessarily a
union of left cells). A cellular quotient of E is a quotient of E by a cellular submodule, and a
cellular subquotient of E is a cellular submodule of a cellular quotient. We will abuse notation
and sometimes refer to a cellular subquotient by its corresponding union of cells.
Remark 3.3. Throughout this paper we use the convention that when identifying a poset with a
directed acyclic graph, edges are directed from bigger elements to smaller ones.
3.4. The preorder E induces a partial order on the cells of E, which is also denoted E .
This seems to be quite difficult to compute completely; it is not even known for the Sn-graph
ΓSn . We will see some results that help determine E throughout the paper. We can state one
such result now, which originated in the work of Barbasch and Vogan on primitive ideals, and is
proven in the generality stated here by Roichman [18] (see also [1, §3.3]).
Proposition 3.4. Let J ⊆ S and E = ResH (WJ )H (W). Then for any x ∈ JW , Ex :=
A{C′vx : v ∈WJ } is a cellular subquotient of E and
Ex
∼=−→H (WJ ), C′vx → C′v (10)
is an isomorphism of H (WJ )-modules with basis (equivalently, the corresponding map of WJ -
graphs is an isomorphism). In particular, any left cell of E is isomorphic to one occurring in
H (WJ ).
Despite the difficulty of computing E , there are two kinds of easy edges that will be of
interest to us.
If Γ is a cellular subquotient of the W -graph ΓW , then
C′sw Γ C′w, if sw >w, s ∈ S. (11)
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induced edges (that is, for left cells T1, T2 of Γ , T1 Γ T2 is an ascent-induced edge if there exist
γ1 ∈ T1, γ2 ∈ T2 such that γ1 Γ γ2 is an ascent-edge).
If Γ is a cellular subquotient of the We-graph ΓWe , then
C′πw Γ C′w, for any π ∈Π, w ∈We. (12)
A specific instance of this type of edge will be called a corotation-edge (see 4.5).
4. Type A and the positive part of ̂H
Here we introduce a subalgebra Ĥ + of Ĥ that plays a crucial role in our goal of relating
subquotients of R to tableau combinatorics. We also introduce the set of affine tableaux (AT) and
positive affine tableaux (PAT), which label left cells of ResH Ĥ and Ĥ +.
4.1. From now on, specialize to the case G = GLn. The groups Wf ,Wa,We, roots R′f , root
lattice Q′f , etc. are now understood to be those of type A. Let H ,H˜ ,Ĥ denote the Hecke
algebras of Wf , Wa , We, sometimes decorated with a subscript n to emphasize that they corre-
spond to type An−1 or A˜n−1. As in Section 2.2, S = {s1, . . . , sn−1} are the simple reflections of
Wf and K = {s0, . . . , sn−1} are those of Wa and We.
The lattices Y and Y∨ are equal to Zn and α′i = i − i+1, α′∨i = ∨i − ∨i+1, where i and ∨i
are the standard basis vectors of Y and Y∨. The finite Weyl group Wf is Sn and the subgroup Π
of We is Z. The element π = y1s1s2 . . . sn−1 ∈ Π is a generator of Π . This satisfies the relation
πsi = si+1π , where, here and from now on, the subscripts of the si are taken mod n.
Here is a table that summarizes the algebras defined so far and some to be defined shortly.
Group, monoid, etc. Group algebra over C u-analogue
Sn =Wf CSn Hn
S˜n =Wa ∼=QWf CS˜n H˜n
Ŝn =We ∼= Y Wf C[y1±1, . . . , yn±1]  Sn := C(Y Wf ) Ĥn
Ŝn+ =W+e ∼= Y+ Wf C[y1, . . . , yn]  Sn := C(Y+ Wf ) Ĥ +n
Y+ R = C[y1, . . . , yn] R
DS R1n = C[y1, . . . , yn]/(e1, . . . , en) R1n
4.2. Another description of We, due to Lusztig, identifies it with the group of permutations
w :Z → Z satisfying w(i + n) = w(i) + n. The identification takes si to the permutation trans-
posing i + kn and i + 1 + kn for all k ∈ Z, and takes π to the permutation k → k + 1 for all
k ∈ Z. We take the convention of specifying the permutation of an element w ∈We by the word
n+ 1 −w−1(1) n+ 1 −w−1(2) . . . n+ 1 −w−1(n).
We refer to this as the inverted window word, affine word, or simply word of w, and, when there
is no confusion, the word of w will be written as w1w2 · · ·wn; this is understood to be part of an
infinite word so that wi = iˆ − i + wiˆ , where ·ˆ :Z → [n] is the map sending an integer i to the
integer in [n] it is congruent to mod n. For example, if n = 4 and w = π2s2s0s1, then the word
of w is 8 3 5 2, thought of as part of the infinite word . . .12 7 9 6 8 3 5 2 4 −1 1 −2 . . . .
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We adopt the convention of writing a.b in place of na + b (a, b ∈ Z). In examples with actual
numbers, a and b will always be single-digit numbers and we will omit the dot.
Element of We Inverted window word
id n n− 1 · · · 2 1 (13)
w x1 x2 · · · xn (14)
siw x1 x2 · · · xi+1 xi · · · xn i ∈ [n− 1] (15)
s0w 1.xn x2 · · · xn−1 (−1).x1 (16)
wsn−i x1 · · · xj + 1 · · · xk − 1 · · · xn xj ≡ i, xk ≡ i + 1, i ∈ [n] (17)
yλw λ1.x1 λ2.x2 · · · λn.xn (18)
πw 1.xn x1 x2 · · · xn−1 (19)
wπ x1 + 1 x2 + 1 · · · xn + 1 (20)
Here are some basic facts we will need about words of We. See [24] for a thorough treatment.
Proposition 4.1. For w ∈We and si ∈ S, siw > w if and only if wi > wi+1. Similarly, wsn−i > w
if and only if j > k, where j and k are such that wj = i, wk = i + 1.
Proposition 4.2. For w ∈We, the length of w may be expressed in terms of its word by
l(w)=
∑
1i<jn
∣∣∣∣⌊wi −wjn
⌋∣∣∣∣, (21)
where x is the greatest integer less than x.
Proposition 4.3. Given w ∈We, let x1x2 · · ·xn be the result of replacing the numbers of the word
w1w2 · · ·wn of w by the numbers 1, . . . , n so that relative order is preserved. Then x is the word
of wS (the notation wS is defined in Section 2.1).
Proof. Left-multiply w by a sequence si1si2 · · · sil , ij ∈ [n − 1], until the resulting element w′
has word w′1w′2 · · ·w′n such that w′1 >w′2 > · · ·>w′n and {w′1,w′2, . . . ,w′n} = {w1,w2, . . . ,wn}.
This may be done so that each left-multiplication decreases length by 1. The same sequence of
left-multiplications transforms x1x2 · · ·xn into id = n n− 1 · · ·2 1. By Proposition 4.1, L(w′)⊆
{s0}. Therefore, Sw =w′ and wS = si1si2 · · · sil , and si1 · · · sil has word x1 · · ·xn. 
Let wj be the subword of the word of w in the alphabet [jn+ 1, (j + 1)n] and (wj )∗ denote
the result of subtracting jn from all the numbers in wj .
Proposition 4.4. For w ∈We, the word of Sw is given by w0(w1)∗(w2)∗ . . . . Equivalently, Sw is
given by wj wj · · ·wjn , where j1 < j2 < · · ·< jn are such that wj ∈ [n].1 2 i
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words are harder to deal with. By looking at the word of w on the subword wj1wj2 · · ·wjn and
using Proposition 4.1, we can see that the subword on the indices j1, j2, . . . , jn can be trans-
formed into n n − 1 · · ·1 by a sequence of right-multiplications by si ∈ S that decrease length
by 1. Then again by Proposition 4.1, the resulting word w′ satisfies R(w′) ⊆ {s0}, so w′ = wS .
Therefore, the sequence of right-multiplications gives a factorization of Sw into a product of
simple reflections, from which the result follows. 
4.3. There is an automorphism  of We given on generators by si → sn−i , π → π−1.
Definition 4.5. Let Ψ :We → We be the anti-automorphism defined by Ψ (w) = (w−1) =
((w))−1. This restricts to an anti-automorphism Ψ :W+e → W+e . Finally, also denote by Ψ
the maps Ĥ → Ĥ and Ĥ + → Ĥ + given by Tw → TΨ (w).
The word of Ψ (w) is given by x1 · · ·xn where xi is determined by wxi = i. For example,
Ψ (8 3 5 2)= Ψ (π2s2s0s1)= s3s0s2π2 = 7 4 2 5.
4.4. The subset Y+ := Zn0 of the weight lattice Y is left stable under the action of the Weyl
group Wf . Thus Y+ Wf is a submonoid of We. Note that this is only true in type A.
Proposition-Definition 4.6. The positive part of We, denoted W+e , has the following three equiv-
alent descriptions:
(1) Y+ Wf ,
(2) the submonoid of We generated by π and Wf ,
(3) {w ∈We: wi > 0 for all i ∈ [n]}.
Proof. We will show (1) ⊆ (2) ⊆ (3) ⊆ (1). As yi = si−1si−2 · · · s1y1s1s2 · · · si−1 and y1 =
πsn−1sn−2 · · · s1, (1)⊆ (2). The inclusion (2)⊆ (3) is clear from (15) and (19).
The word of any w ∈We can be written uniquely as
λ1.x1 λ2.x2 · · · λn.xn
with xi ∈ [n] and λ ∈ Y . Then by (18), w = yλv and v has word x1x2 · · ·xn. Therefore v ∈ Wf .
Then since wi > 0 implies λi  0, we have (3)⊆ (1). 
For d  0, let (Y+)d (resp. (Y+)d ) denote the set {λ ∈ Y+: |λ| = d} (resp. {λ ∈ Y+: |λ|
d}). Define the degree d part (W+e )d of W+e to be any of the following
(1′) (Y+)
d
Wf ,
(2′) {w ∈W+e : w = πdv, v ∈Wa},
(3′)
{
w ∈W+e :
n∑
(wi − i)= dn
}
. (22)i=1
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yλv′ = πdv =w, v′ ∈Wf , v ∈Wa , then |λ| = d = 1n
∑n
i=1(wi − i).
Define the degree of a word w ∈ W+e , denoted deg(w), to be the d for which w ∈ (W+e )d , or
equivalently, deg(w) = 1
n
∑n
i=1(wi − i). The degree d part of We can be similarly defined and
the definition of deg(w) also makes sense for w ∈We.
Lemma 4.7. Any w ∈W+e has a reduced expression of the form w = v1 ·π ·v2 ·π . . . vd ·π ·vd+1,
where vi ∈Wf .
Proof. Use the description (3) of Proposition-Definition 4.6. By Proposition 4.1, one checks that
any word of w ∈ We with wi > 0 of the form (3) can be brought to the identity by a sequence
of left-multiplications by π−1 and left-multiplications by si ∈ S that decrease length by 1. This
yields a desired reduced expression for w. 
Proposition-Definition 4.8. The subalgebra Ĥ + of Ĥ has the following four equivalent de-
scriptions:
(i) A{YλTw: λ ∈ Y+, w ∈Wf },
(ii) A{Tw: w ∈W+e },
(iii) A{C′w: w ∈W+e },
(iv) the subalgebra of Ĥ generated by π and H .
Proof. As Yi = T −1i−1T −1i−2 · · ·T −11 Y1T −11 T −12 · · ·T −1i−1 and Y1 = πTn−1Tn−2 · · ·T1, (i) ⊆ (iv).
Then since π ∈ (i) and H ⊆ (i), (iv) ⊆ (i) follows if we can show that (i) is a subalgebra.
This can be seen from the relations (6) since Yα
′
i (Y λ−Y si (λ))
Y
α′
i−1
is a polynomial in the Yi whenever
λ ∈ Zn0.
The inclusion (ii) ⊆ (iv) follows from Lemma 4.7. Again, showing that (ii) is a subalgebra
will prove (iv) ⊆ (ii). Given w1,w2 ∈W+e ,
Tw1Tw2 =
∑
v1w1, v2w2
cv1,v2Tv1v2, cv1,v2 ∈A. (23)
By Lemma 4.7, w ∈ W+e implies v ∈ W+e for any v w. Also v1, v2 ∈ W+e implies v1v2 ∈ W+e
as W+e is a monoid. Thus the right-hand side of (23) is in (ii). The equality (iv) = (iii) is similar
to (iv) = (ii). 
The degree d part of Ĥ +, (Ĥ +)d , has the corresponding descriptions:
(i′) A{YλTw: λ ∈ (Y+)d , w ∈Wf },
(ii′) A{Tw: w ∈ (W+e )d},
(iii′) A{C′w: w ∈ (W+e )d}. (24)
Also define (Ĥ +)d =⊕id(Ĥ +)d and (Ĥ +)d =⊕id(Ĥ +)d . The decomposition
Ĥ + = (Ĥ +)0 ⊕ (Ĥ +)1 ⊕ · · · makes Ĥ + into a graded A-algebra. The descriptions (i)–(iii)
of Proposition-Definition 4.8 give three A-bases for Ĥ + consisting of homogeneous elements.
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the notion of a Hecke algebra of a Coxeter group, we further extend this to saying that Ĥ + is
the Hecke algebra of the monoid W+e .
4.5. The left cells of ResH Ĥ ,Ĥ + can be determined by Proposition 3.4. These results
are stated as the two corollaries below. Keep in mind our convention from Section 4.2 for the
word of w.
The work of Kazhdan and Lusztig [8] shows that the left cells of H are in bijection with the
set of SYT and the left cell containing C′w corresponds to the insertion tableau of w under this
bijection. The left cell containing those C′w such that w has insertion tableau P is the left cell
labeled by P , denoted ΓP . A combinatorial discussion of left cells in type A is given in [1, §4].
Definition 4.9. An affine tableau (AT) of size n is a semistandard Young tableau filled with
integer entries that have distinct residues mod n. A positive affine tableau (PAT) of size n is a
semistandard Young tableau filled with positive integer entries that have distinct residues mod n.
For w ∈ We, the word w1w2 · · ·wn may be inserted into a tableau, and the result is an affine
tableau, denoted P(w) (see Section 5.1 for our tableau conventions). It is a positive affine tableau
exactly when w ∈W+e . By Proposition 4.3, the SYT P(wS) is obtained from P(w) by replacing
its entries with the numbers 1, . . . , n so that the relative order of entries in P(w) and P(wS)
agree. Since P(wS) is determined by the tableau Q := P(w), independent of the chosen w
inserting to Q, we write QS for this tableau. For example, for the given w below, wS , P(w), and
P(wS)= P(w)S are as follows:
w = 21 12 13 16 4 15, P (w)=
wS = 6 2 3 5 1 4, P (wS)=
Define the degree of an affine tableau Q, denoted deg(Q), to be deg(w) for any (every) w
inserting to Q.
Let Q be an affine tableau. The set of w ∈We inserting to Q is{
vx: v ∈Wf , P (v)=QS
}
,
where the word of x is obtained from Q by sorting its entries in decreasing order. For any
x ∈ SWe, define
ΓQ :=
{
C′vx : v ∈Wf , P (v)=QS
}= {C′w: w ∈We, P (w)=Q}. (25)
By the following result, ΓQ is a left cell of ResH AΓWe , which we refer to as the left cell labeled
by Q.
Corollary 4.10. For any x ∈ SWe, the set {C′wx : w ∈Wf } is a cellular subquotient of ResH Ĥ ,
isomorphic as a Wf -graph to ΓW . In particular,f
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⊔
Q∈AT
ΓQ
is the decomposition of ResH Ĥ into left cells.
Note that the definition (9) for the preorder E works just as well for any module with a
distinguished basis. Write Ĥ + for the preorder on the canonical basis of Ĥ + coming from
considering Ĥ + as a left Ĥ +-module. We also refer to Ĥ + as a W+e -graph and say that
Ĥ + is the preorder on the W+e -graph Ĥ +. The ascent-edges of Section 3.4 have their obvious
meaning as certain relations in Ĥ + . Similar remarks apply to the partial order on the left cells
of Ĥ +, also denoted Ĥ + . We refer to the relation C′πw Ĥ + C′w as a corotation-edge and the
corresponding edge between cells as a cocyclage-edge. We will soon see that cocyclage-edges
are a generalization of cocyclage for standard Young tableaux. Also define a rotation-edge to be
left-multiplication by π−1, which is a relation in Ĥ but not Ĥ + .
Proposition 4.11. The preorder Ĥ + is the transitive closure of the relation ResH Ĥ + and
corotation-edges.
Proof. This is clear from the description Proposition-Definition 4.8(iv) of Ĥ +. 
Corollary 4.12. For any x ∈ SW+e , the set {C′wx : w ∈ Wf } is a cellular subquotient of the W+e -
graph Ĥ +. This subquotient, restricted to be a Wf -graph, is isomorphic to the Wf -graph ΓWf .
In particular,
ΓW+e =
⊔
Q∈PAT
ΓQ
is the decomposition of Ĥ + into left cells.
Proof. As is evident from (24)(iii′), the submodule (Ĥ +)d of Ĥ + is cellular. Since
corotation-edges increase degree by 1, Proposition 4.11 implies that the preorder for the cellu-
lar subquotient (Ĥ +)d/(Ĥ +)d+1 is the same as that of ResH (Ĥ +)d/(Ĥ +)d+1. Thus
since {C′wx : w ∈Wf } ⊆ (Ĥ +)d for some d , the result is a special case of Corollary 4.10. 
Remark 4.13. For the purposes of this paper, it makes little difference whether we work with
Ĥ + as an Ĥ +-module or Ĥ as an Ĥ +-module. Any finite-dimensional cellular subquotient
of the Ĥ +-module Ĥ is isomorphic to a cellular subquotient of Ĥ +, the isomorphism given
by multiplication by a suitable power of πn. In this paper, we will almost always work with Ĥ
as an Ĥ +-module, referring to the corresponding cells as W+e -cells. In Section 9, we will briefly
look at the cells of Ĥ for the action of Ĥ (i.e. the cells of ΓWe as a We-graph) as worked out by
Lusztig, Shi, and Xi (see Section 9.4), and will refer to these cells as We-cells. We define Ĥ +-
cellular subquotients (resp. Ĥ -cellular subquotients) of Ĥ to be cellular subquotients of Ĥ for
the Ĥ + action (resp. Ĥ action). Cellular subquotients of Ĥ will by default mean Ĥ +-cellular
subquotients.
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Before going deeper into the study of the canonical basis of Ĥ +, we need some intricate
tableau combinatorics which will be used to describe cellular subquotients of Ĥ +. In this section
we discuss cocyclage, define a variation of catabolizability for affine tableaux, and introduce a
formalism for comparing cellular subquotients of Ĥ + to certain subsets of tableaux defined
in [9] and [20]. Such subsets of tableaux were referred to as super atoms in [9]; here we refer
to these subsets and their variations as atoms. This section is long and heavy in definitions, so
the reader may wish to skim it and refer back to it as needed; the material here is used most
extensively in Section 9.
5.1. Let Θ,ν be partitions with ν ⊆Θ . The diagram of a (skew) shape θ =Θ/ν is the subset{
(r, c) ∈ Z1 × Z1: c ∈ [νr + 1,Θr ]
}
of the array Z1 × Z1. Diagrams are drawn in English notation so that rows (resp. columns)
are labeled starting with 1 and increasing from north to south (resp. west to east). We often refer
to the diagram of θ simply by θ .
The conjugate partition λ′ of a partition λ is the partition whose diagram is the transpose of
that of λ.
A tableau T of shape λ is a filling of λ with entries in Z so that entries strictly increase from
north to south along columns and weakly increase from west to east along rows. We write sh(T )
for the shape of T .
5.2. Let us review the definitions of cocyclage poset and related combinatorics originating
in [10,11] (see also [20]).
The cocharge labeling of a word v, denoted v′ cc, is a (non-standard) word of the same length
as v, and its numbers are thought of as labels of the numbers of v. It is obtained from v by reading
the numbers of v in increasing order, labeling the 1 of v with a 0, and if the i of v is labeled by k,
then labeling the i + 1 of v with a k (resp. k + 1) if the i + 1 in v appears to the right (resp. left)
of the i in v. For example, the cocharge labeling of 614352 is 302120; also see Example 6.3.
Write rowword(T ) and colword(T ) for the row and column reading words of a tableau T .
Define the cocharge labeling T ′ cc of a tableau T to be P(rowword(T )′ cc), where numbers are
inserted as for semistandard tableaux – if two numbers are the same, then the one on the right
is considered slightly bigger. The tableau T ′ cc is also P(w′ cc) for any w inserting to T . This
follows from the fact that Knuth transformations do not change left descent sets.
The sum of the numbers in the cocharge labeling of a standard word v (resp. standard
tableau T ) is the cocharge of v (resp. T ) or cocharge(v) (resp. cocharge(T )). Cocharge of semi-
standard words and tableaux are more subtle notions, which we do not define in the usual way
here. We will come across another way of understanding this statistic in Section 9.6.
For a composition η of n, let W(η) and T (η) be the sets of semistandard words and semis-
tandard tableaux of content η, respectively.
For a semistandard word w and number a = 1, aw (resp. wa) is a corotation (resp. rotation) of
wa (resp. of aw). There is a cocyclage from the tableau T to the tableau T ′, written T cc−→ T ′, if
there exist words u,v such that v is the corotation of u and P(u) = T and P(v)= T ′. Rephrasing
this condition solely in terms of tableaux, T cc−→ T ′ if there exists a corner square (r, c) of T and
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result of column-inserting a into Q.
If η is a partition, then the cocyclage poset CCP(T (η)) is the poset on the set T (η) generated
by the relation cc−→. For η not a partition, the cocyclage poset CCP(T (η)) is defined in terms
of CCP(T (η+)) using reflection operators (see [20]), where η+ denotes the partition obtained
from η by sorting its parts in decreasing order. The cyclage poset on T (η) is the dual of the
poset CCP(T (η)), i.e. the poset obtained by reversing all relations. With our convention from
Remark 3.3, we have
Theorem 5.1. (See [11].) The cyclage poset on T (η) is graded, with rank function given by
cocharge.
Similarly, define CCP(PAT) (resp. CCP(AT)) to be the poset on the set of PAT (resp. AT)
generated by cocyclage-edges (see Section 4.5). The poset CCP(PAT) inherits a grading from
that of W+e (see (22)). The poset CCP(AT) also inherits a grading from that of We.
The covering relations of CCP(T (η)) (resp. CCP(PAT) or CCP(AT)) are exactly cocyclages
(resp. cocyclage-edges). We consider the covering relation T cc−→ T ′ to be colored by the follow-
ing additional datum: the set of outer corners of T that result in a cocyclage to T ′. Note that this
set can only have more than one element if sh(T )= sh(T ′).
In preparation for the formalism of Section 5.5, we define the category Cocyclage Posets
(CCP) as follows.
Definition 5.2. An object of Cocyclage Posets, called a cocyclage poset (ccp), is allowed to be
either of the following:
• A subset X of T (η) with a poset structure generated by the cocyclages with both tableaux
in X.
• A subset X of AT with the poset structure generated by the cocyclage-edges with both ends
in X.
A morphism f from X1 to X2 is a color-preserving map (that is, if T cc−→ T ′ with T ,T ′ ∈ X1
then f (T ) cc−→ f (T ′) and these relations have the same color) from X1 ∪ {0} to X2 ∪ {0} such
that sh(f (T )) = sh(T ) for all T ∈ X1 and f (0) = 0, where 0 is the bottom element of Xi ∪ {0}.
We take the convention that for each minimal element T of Xi and outer corner (r, c) of sh(T ),
there is a cocyclage from T to 0 with color (r, c), and 0 is considered to have any shape. Thus
for a minimal T ∈X1, f (T )= 0 or f (T ) is minimal in X2.
Note that with this definition, a morphism f :X1 →X2 is automatically order preserving, i.e.
T  T ′ implies f (T ) f (T ′).
Definition 5.3. Two cocyclage posets X1, X2 are strongly isomorphic if there exists an iso-
morphism f :X1 → X2 in Cocyclage Posets such that the reverse insertion path and insertion
path corresponding to the cocyclage T cc−→ T ′ are the same as those for f (T ) cc−→ f (T ′), for all
T
cc−→ T ′ in X1.
See Example 9.43 for an example of three isomorphic cocyclage posets, two of which are
strongly isomorphic to each other, but not to the third.
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For a tableau T and index r (resp. index c), let Tr,north and Tr,south (resp. Tc,east and Tc,west) be
the north and south (resp. east and west) subtableaux obtained by slicing T horizontally (resp.
vertically) between its r-th and (r + 1)-st rows (resp. c-th and (c+ 1)-st columns). For a tableau
T and partition λ⊆ sh(T ), let Tλ be the subtableau of T obtained by restricting T to the diagram
of λ. For a tableau T and a ∈ Z, let a + T denote the tableau obtained by adding a to all entries
of T .
Let Q be a tableau of shape λ= (λ1, . . . , λr ) and η = (η1, . . . , ηk) a composition of r . Let R1
be the partition (λ1, . . . , λη1). If R1 ⊆ sh(T ), then define the R1-row catabolism of T , notated
rcatR1(T ), to be (
n+ T ∗η1,north
)
T ∗η1,south,
where T ∗ is the skew subtableau of T obtained by removing TR1 .
For Q,η,R as above, (Q,η)-row catabolizability is defined inductively as follows: ∅ is the
unique (∅, ())-row catabolizable tableau; otherwise set η = (η1, ηˆ) and define T to be (Q,η)-row
catabolizable if TR1 =QR1 and rcatR1(T ) is (Qη1,south, ηˆ)-row catabolizable.
Column catabolizability is defined similarly: let Q be a tableau of shape λ and λ′ =
(λ′1, . . . , λ′c) and η = (η1, . . . , ηk) a composition of c. Let C1 be the partition (λ′1, . . . , λ′η1)′.
If C1 ⊆ sh(T ), the C1-column catabolism of T , notated ccatC1(T ), is the tableau
T ∗η1,east
(−n+ T ∗η1,west),
where T ∗ is the skew subtableau of T obtained by removing TC1 .
For Q,η,R as above, (Q,η)-column catabolizability is defined inductively as follows: ∅ is
the unique (∅, ())-column catabolizable tableau; otherwise set η = (η1, ηˆ) and define T to be
(Q,η)-column catabolizable if TC1 =QC1 and ccatC1(T ) is (Qη1,east, ηˆ)-column catabolizable.
If (n+ T ∗η1,north) is replaced by T ∗η1,north in the definition of row-catabolizability above and Q
is a superstandard tableau, then we recover the definition of catabolizability in [20].
We will see in Section 9.7 that for certain Q of shape λ, the set of (Q,η)-column catabolizable
tableaux is strongly isomorphic to a dual version of the original set of tableaux CT (λ;R) defined
in [20].
Example 5.4. Let A,B,C,D,E denote the integers 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and maintain the conven-
tion of Section 4.2 of writing ab for na + b, a, b ∈ Z. Let
Q= and T = (26)
The tableau T is (Q,η)-row catabolizable for the following η: (2,2,1), (2,1,2), (1,2,2) and all
refinements of these compositions. The following computation shows T to be (Q, (1,2,2))-row
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catabolizable: We have T(3) = Q(3) and the tableaux n + T ∗1,north and T ∗1,south are the left-hand
side of
≡ (27)
Letting P be the tableau on the right, then P is (Q1,south, (2,2))-row catabolizable as P(3,3) =
(Q1,south)(3,3) and the computation
≡ (28)
The tableau on the right is (Q3,south, (2))-row catabolizable.
Fig. 1 depicts the set of (Q, (1,2,1))-column catabolizable tableaux for Q the tableau in
the top row of the figure. The (Q, (3,1))-column catabolizable tableaux are Q and the first two
tableaux in the second row. The (Q, (1,3))-column catabolizable tableaux are Q, the last two
tableaux on the second row, and the last tableau on the third row.
5.4. For this subsection, we will use Propositions 6.2 and 6.9, which show that CCP(SYT)
is isomorphic to a sub-cocyclage poset of CCP(PAT). The embedding is given on the level of
words by w → nw′ cc +w, where the sum is taken entry-wise.
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∑r−1
i=1 λi
are the partial sums of λ (the empty sum is understood to be 0). The tableau Gλ mentioned in the
introduction is nZ∗λ
′ cc + Z∗λ , where the sum is taken entry-wise (see Proposition 6.9). The dual
Garnir tableau of shape λ is the highest degree occurrence of a PAT of shape λ in R1n , denoted
G∨λ .
Let us briefly introduce a certain duality in R1n , which will be discussed more thoroughly
in Section 8. For a standard word x = x1 · · ·xn, let x† denote the word xnxn−1 · · ·x1. Then for
any w with C′w ∈ R1n , w = nx′ cc + x for some standard word x (see Section 6.1). Define the
dual element w∨ by w∨ = n(x†)′ cc + x†. Extend this notation to tableaux by defining T ∨ to be
P(w∨) for any (every) w inserting to T .
Note that G(n) = G∨(n) is the single-row tableau and G1n = G∨1n is the single-
column tableau with the entry (r − 1).r in the r-th row.
Proposition 5.5. The following are equivalent for a tableau T in the image of the embedding
CCP(SYT) ↪→ CCP(PAT) of Proposition 6.9:
(a) T is (G(n), λ)-column catabolizable,
(b) T is (Gλ,1(λ))-row catabolizable,
(c) T ∨ is (G∨1n , λ)-row catabolizable,
(d) T ∨ is (G∨
λ′ ,1
(λ))-column catabolizable.
Proof. In view of Proposition 6.9, the equivalence of (a) and (b) is the equivalence of row and
column catabolizability established in [20] (see [2] for a nice proof). Since the SYT correspond-
ing to T ∨ is just the transpose of the SYT corresponding to T , it is easy to see that (a) and (c)
are equivalent and (b) and (d) are equivalent. 
From a well-known result about catabolizability of standard tableaux, a tableau T labeling
a left cell of R1n is (G(n), λ)-column catabolizable for a unique maximal in dominance order
partition λ. We write ctype(T ) for this partition and also use this notation for the usual notion of
catabolizability if T is a standard tableaux (see [20]). These definitions of ctype coincide under
the embedding of Proposition 6.9.
5.5. At the risk of being overly formal, we will define several categories which are gener-
alizations or variations of the cocyclage posets of Lascoux and Schützenberger and the super
atoms of Lapointe, Lascoux, and Morse [9]. We will primarily be concerned with the underlying
sets of objects of these categories and isomorphism in these categories.
For a ring k and k-algebra H , the category of H -modules with basis has objects that are pairs
(E,Γ ), where E is a free k-module and an H -module (the action of H extends that of k) with
k-basis Γ . A morphism (E,Γ ) → (E′,Γ ′) is an H -module morphism θ :E → E′ such that
θ(γ ) ∈ Γ ′ ∪ {0} for all γ ∈ Γ .
Let P and P ′ be AT and ΓP ,ΓP ′ the corresponding left W+e -cells of ΓWe . By Proposition 3.4
together with the facts that a left cell of ΓWf is irreducible at u= 1 and the left cells correspond-
ing to the same shape are isomorphic as Wf -graphs [8, Theorem 1.4], we have
If sh(P ) = sh(P ′), then there are exactly two Ĥ +-morphisms from AΓP to AΓP ′ :
the 0 map and the map taking C′w to C′w′ for w
RSK−−→ (P,Q), w′ RSK−−→ (P ′,Q)
for all SYT Q of shape sh(P ). (29.i)
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The following categories will be denoted by the plural form of an object in the category, i.e.,
a cocyclage poset is an object in the category Cocyclage Posets. We refer to these categories as
Atom Categories and their objects as atoms.
• Ĥ +-Cellular Subquotients of Ĥ (CSQ(Ĥ +)): The full subcategory of Ĥ +-modules with
basis whose objects are Ĥ +-cellular subquotients of Ĥ with the canonical basis.
• Convex Cocyclage Posets (XCCP): Let Π+ be the submonoid Π ∩W+e = 〈π〉 of W+e , where
Π is as in Section 2.4. Write AΠ+ for the corresponding subalgebra of Ĥ +. A convex
cocyclage poset (xccp) is a union E of left W+e -cells of Ĥ such that ResAΠ+ E is an Ĥ +-
cellular subquotient of ResAΠ+ Ĥ . A morphism α : E → E′ is a morphism in the category
of AΠ+-modules with basis (the basis for an object being the canonical basis) such that the
composition AΓ ↪→ E α−→ E′ AΓ ′ is of the form (29.i) or (29.ii) for Γ , Γ ′ left cells of
E,E′. Equivalently, a convex cocyclage poset is a convex induced subposet of CCP(AT).
A morphism is the same as a morphism in Cocyclage Posets (Definition 5.2).
• Cocyclage Posets (CCP) as in Definition 5.2.
• R  Wf -Mod: objects are R  Wf modules equipped with a grading compatible with that
of R Wf .
• C[t] ⊗ Λ: objects are symmetric functions with coefficients in C[t]. For any objects s, s′
there is a unique morphism from s to s′.
The remainder of our list consists of certain full subcategories of these categories. Before
defining these, we establish some basic properties of the above categories. We have the following
diagram of functors:
CSQ(Ĥ +)
F xccp
Fmod
F ccp
Convex Cocyclage Posets
R Wf -Mod
F
Cocyclage Posets
F
C[t] ⊗Λ
(30)
The functor F xccp just restricts an Ĥ +-module with basis to an AΠ+-module with basis.
The functors F ccp and the vertical arrow on the right just forget about Ĥ + or AΠ+-module
structures and retain the underlying set of tableaux corresponding to left cell labels; the poset
structure on this set is defined to be that generated by the cocyclage-edges with both ends in
the set (see Section 4.5). The functor Fmod takes E to C ⊗A E and forgets about the canonical
basis, where A → C is given by u → 1. Thus CSQ(Ĥ +) connects the algebraic R  Wf -Mod
and combinatorial Convex Cocyclage Posets in the sense that a cellular subquotient of Ĥ gives
rise to both an R Wf -module and a convex cocyclage poset. The functor F on the left takes a
module to its Frobenius series, with the exponent of t keeping track of the grading. The functor
F on the right takes a ccp X to
∑
T ∈X tdeg(T )ssh(T ).
We record the fact, immediate from Proposition 4.11, that
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of ResH E and cocyclage-edges.
Definition 5.7. A cocyclage poset or convex cocyclage poset is connected if its poset is connected
as an undirected graph.
Definition 5.8. For Q,P ∈ AT, the cellular subquotient AcsqQ,P is the minimal Ĥ +-cellular sub-
quotient of Ĥ containing ΓQ and ΓP .
A copy X′ of an atom X is an object isomorphic to X. For example, we say that an object in
CSQ(Ĥ +) isomorphic to a GP csq (defined below) is a GP csq copy.
• Garsia–Procesi Cellular Subquotients (GP CSQ). We say that the element AcsqG(n),Gλ of
CSQ(Ĥ +) is the GP csq of shape λ. This category is the full subcategory of CSQ(Ĥ +)
with objects the GP csq of shape λ for all λ  n and their copies. In Section 7, we will show
that Fmod(AcsqG(n),Gλ) equals R/Iλ, the Garsia–Procesi module of shape λ.
• Garsia–Procesi Cocyclage Posets (GP CCP). Define AGPG(n),Gλ to be the ccp on the set of
tableaux given by the catabolizability conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 5.5. This is the
full subcategory of CCP with objects {F ccp(X): X ∈ GP CSQ}. In Section 7, we will see
that AGPG(n),Gλ = F ccp(A
csq
G(n),Gλ
).
• Dual Garsia–Procesi Cellular Subquotients (dual GP CSQ): We say that the element
Acsq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
of CSQ(Ĥ +) is the dual GP csq of shape λ. This category is the full subcategory
of CSQ(Ĥ +) with objects the dual GP csq of shape λ for all λ  n and their copies.
• Dual Garsia–Procesi Cocyclage Posets (DGP CCP). Define AGP∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
to be the sub-cocyclage
poset of CCP(PAT) consisting of the tableaux given by conditions (c) and (d) of Propo-
sition 5.5 (i.e. T such that T is (G∨1n , λ′)-row catabolizable). This is the full subcategory
of CCP with objects AGP∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
and their copies. We conjecture that F ccp(Acsq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
) equals
AGP
∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
.
• Shimozono–Weyman Cocyclage Posets (SW CCP): The SW ccp ASWrGλ,η (resp. ASWcG∨λ ,η) is
the cocyclage poset consisting of the (Gλ,η)-row (resp. (G∨λ , η)-column) catabolizable
tableaux. This category is the full subcategory of CCP consisting of these cocyclage posets
and their copies. Its objects are conjecturally in the image of F xccp and, stronger, in the
image of F ccp.
• Lascoux–Lapointe–Morse Cocyclage Posets (LLM CCP): An LLM ccp will be defined in
Section 9.9 as the intersection of certain SW ccp. Again, these are conjecturally in the image
of F xccp and F ccp.
• Li-Chung Chen Cocyclage Posets (Chen CCP): Chen ccp are a generalization of LLM ccp,
also defined as the intersection of certain SW ccp; see Section 9.8. Again, these are conjec-
turally in the image of F xccp and F ccp.
We have the following diagram of functors, which are all inclusions of full subcategories. The
ccp CCP(T (η)∨) will be defined in Section 9.6. They are dual GP ccp copies and this gives rise
to the inclusion into DGP CCP.
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DGP CCP Chen CCP CCP
{CCP(T (η)∨)}η LLM CCP
(31)
Note that if there is a ccp X and an object K of CSQ(Ĥ +) such that F ccp(K) =X, then K is
unique, and we may write (F ccp)−1(X) in place of K . We conjecture the existence of categories
SW CSQ, LLM CSQ, Chen CSQ that map to SW CCP, LLM CCP, Chen CCP under F ccp.
We have similar weaker conjectures for subcategories of XCCP. There are similar conjectural
diagrams for inclusions of full subcategories of convex cocyclage posets and full subcategories
of CSQ(Ĥ +) that would map to these full subcategories under F xccp and F ccp. There is also a
similar conjectural diagram for full subcategories of R Wf -Mod that would be the image of the
diagram of full subcategories of CSQ(Ĥ +) under Fmod.
6. A W+e -graph version of the coinvariants
We exhibit a cellular subquotient R1n of Ĥ + which is a W+e -graph version of the ring of
coinvariants R1n . We show that under a natural identification of the left cells of R1n with SYT,
the subposet of R1n consisting of the cocyclage-edges is exactly the cocyclage poset on SYT.
6.1. There are two important theorems that give the canonical basis of Ĥ a more explicit
description. These theorems hold in arbitrary type, but we state them in type A to simplify nota-
tion.
Recall that Y+ ⊆ Y is the set of dominant weights, which in type An−1 are weakly decreasing
n-tuples of integers; put Y++ = Y+ ∩ Y+. As is customary, let w0 denote the longest element
of Wf . If λ ∈ Y+, then w0yλ is maximal in its double coset Wf yλWf . For λ ∈ Y++ , let sλ(Y ) ∈ Ĥ
denote the Schur function of shape λ in the Bernstein generators Yi .
Theorem 6.1. (See Lusztig [14, Proposition 8.6].) For any λ ∈ Y++ , the canonical basis element
C′
w0yλ
can be expressed in terms of the Bernstein generators as
C′
w0yλ
= sλ(Y )C′w0 = C′w0sλ(Y ).
Recall from Section 5.2 that for a standard word v ∈ Wf , v′ cc denotes the cocharge labeling
of v, which is a sequence of n non-negative integers. Thinking of v′ cc as an element of Y+, let
D ⊂ Y+ denote the set of cocharge labelings, which is in bijection with Wf . The set {yβ : β ∈D}
are the descent monomials. Next, put
DS := {(yβ)S : β ∈D},
DSw0 :=
{(
yβ
)S
w0: β ∈D
}
, (32)
which are the minimal and maximal coset representatives corresponding to descent monomials.
The set DSw0 will index a canonical basis of the coinvariants.
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be wi = nv′ cci + vi . Its inverse has the two descriptions
wS ← w (33)
wˆ1wˆ2 . . . wˆn ← w (34)
where wˆi is the residue of wi as defined in Section 4.2.
Proof. We know that Wf → D, v → v′ cc is a bijection, so we need to show that (yv′ cc)Sw0
has word nv′ cc + v. This holds because nv′ cc + v belongs to the coset yv′ ccWf by (18) and is
maximal in this coset by Proposition 4.4. Eq. (33) follows from Proposition 4.3 and the fact that
a permutation can be recovered from its cocharge labeling by breaking ties with the rule that
cocharge labels increase from left to right. 
Example 6.3. For the v ∈ S9 given by its word below, the corresponding v′ cc and w follow:
v = 1 6 8 4 2 9 5 7 3,
v′ cc = 0 2 3 1 0 3 1 2 0,
w = nv′ cc + v = 1 26 38 14 2 39 15 27 3.
The lowest two-sided We-cell of We is the set {w ∈ We: w = x ·w0 · z, for some x, z ∈ We},
denoted c(n) (see Section 9.4 for more on these two-sided cells). As preparation for the next
theorem, we have a proposition giving the factorization of any w ∈ c(n) ∩W+e in terms of descent
monomials. This is not too hard to see from the combinatorial description, however it is more
easily proved with the help of a geometric description of DS in terms of alcoves, which we omit
here.
Proposition 6.4. (See [3, Proposition 3.7].) For any w ∈ c(n) ∩W+e , there is a unique expression
for w of the form
w = u1 ·w0yλ · u2 (35)
where u1,Ψ (u2) ∈DS and λ ∈ Y++ (Ψ is defined in Section 4.3).
Proof. This follows easily from the corresponding [3, Proposition 3.7] for G= SLn. 
The next powerful theorem simplifying the canonical basis of Ĥ + is due to Xi [23, Corol-
lary 2.11], also found independently by the author. This result is also observed by Leclerc and
Thibon in type A in the special case that w0u2 is maximal in its double coset Wfw0u2Wf [12,
Theorem 6.9]. In the language of [23], the condition w ∈ DS is written wAv′ ⊆ Πv′ , where v′
is a special point, Av′ is an alcove, and Πv′ is a box. We state here a combination of Lusztig’s
theorem (Theorem 6.1) and Xi’s theorem.
For v such that v minimal in vWf (resp. Wf v), define ←−C ′v (resp.
−→
C ′v) by C′vw0 =
←−
C ′vC′w0 (resp.
C′ v = C′ −→C ′ ).w0 w0 v
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factorization
C′w = sλ(Y )←−C ′u1C′w0
−→
C ′u2 .
Remark 6.6. The generalization of this theorem to arbitrary types is most natural for root systems
associated to simply connected Lie groups G (in particular, more natural for G = SLn than G =
GLn) because, in the simply connected case, the set playing the role of DS is naturally in bijection
with Wf . The result Xi proves is for the simply connected case. However, if we work with the
positive part W+e of We, the G= GLn case is just as nice or nicer than the SLn case.
6.2. Let e+ = C′w0 . Then Ae+ is the one-dimensional trivial left-module of H in which the
Ti act by u for i ∈ [n − 1]. The Ĥ +-module Ĥ +e+ = Ĥ + ⊗H e+ is a u-analogue of the
polynomial ring R; more precisely, Ĥ +e+ is a u-analogue of the left R  Wf -module Re+.
Without saying so explicitly, we will identify the Ĥ +-module Ĥ +e+ with the cellular sub-
module of Ĥ + spanned by {C′w: w maximal in wWf } as modules with basis. (It is easy to see
directly that this is possible; it is also a special case of general results about inducing W -graphs
[1, Proposition 2.6].)
Let R denote the subalgebra of Ĥ + generated by the Bernstein generators Yi . Thus R ∼= R
as algebras. Write (Y+)Wfd ⊆ R for the set of Wf -invariant polynomials of degree at least d .
Now Theorem 6.5 applied to the canonical basis of Ĥ +e+ yields the following corollary, which
gives a u-analogue of the ring of coinvariants. Later, in Section 9.1, we will prove a more general
result (Theorem 9.32) that uses the full power of Theorem 6.5.
Corollary 6.7. The Ĥ +n -module Ĥ +n e+ has a cellular quotient equal to
R1n := Ĥ +n e+/Ĥ +n
(
Y+
)Sn
1e
+
with canonical basis {C′w: w ∈DSw0}.
A careful proof of this corollary is postponed to the proof of Theorem 9.32.
Example 6.8. The W+e -graph R13 is drawn in Fig. 2 with the following conventions: basis el-
ements of the same degree are drawn on the same horizontal level; the edges with a downward
component are exactly the corotation-edges (these correspond to left-multiplication by π and
increase degree by 1); arrows indicate relations in the preorder R1n .
6.3. We now relate combinatorics of the cellular subquotient R1n to the cocyclage poset on
standard tableaux. LetR1n be the preorder of the W+e -graph R1n , which is the restriction of the
preorder Ĥ + on Ĥ + to the subquotient R1n . We know from Proposition 5.6 that the partial
orderR1n on cells is the transitive closure ofResH R1n and cocyclage-edges (see Section 4.5).
As the next proposition shows, cocyclage-edges in R1n are essentially cocyclages.
Let T + T ′ denote the entry-wise sum of two tableau T ,T ′ of the same shape.
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Proposition 6.9. The map
CCP(SYT)→ F ccp(R1n), T → nT ′ cc + T
is an isomorphism in Cocyclage Posets (T ′ cc is defined in Section 5.2).
Proof. Since under the bijection of Proposition 6.2 wS = v holds, w = nv′ cc + v implies
P(w)= P(nv′ cc + v)= nP (v)′ cc +P(v). The statement is then a consequence of the following
proposition. 
Proposition 6.10. Under the bijection of Proposition 6.2, corotation of standard words corre-
sponds exactly to corotation of affine words.
Proof. To see that a corotation of a standard word maps to a corotation of an affine word, observe
that corotating a standard word adds 1 to the cocharge label of the corotated number. To go the
other way, use (34): the inverse DSw0 → Wf can be computed from vi = wˆi . Finally, observe
that the last number of v is 1 exactly when π(nv′ cc + v) /∈DSw0. 
Fig. 3 depicts the cells of the W+e -graph on R15 and the partial order R15 on cells.
7. A W+e -graph version of the Garsia–Procesi modules
The Garsia–Procesi approach to understanding the Rλ =R/Iλ realizes Iλ as the ideal of lead-
ing forms of functions vanishing on an orbit Sna, for certain a ∈ Cn = SpecR. We adapt this
approach to the Hecke algebra setting using certain representations of Ĥ studied by Bern-
stein and Zelevinsky in order to prove our main result, Theorem 7.10, which shows that the
u-analogues Rλ of the Rλ are actually cellular.
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in which the Yi ’s have their eigenvalues in u2Z. In the next subsection, we review the needed
results about the category CZn , referring the reader to [13,22] for a more thorough treatment.
7.1. For η = (η1, η2, . . . , ηr ) an r-composition of n, write lj =∑j−1i=1 ηi , j ∈ [r + 1], for the
partial sums of η (where the empty sum is defined to be 0). Let Bj be the interval [lj + 1, lj+1],
j ∈ [r], and define
Jη =
{
si : {i, i + 1} ⊆ Bj for some j
} (36)
so that SnJη ∼= Sη1 × · · · × Sηr .
Let Ĥη be the subalgebra of Ĥ generated by HJη and Y
±1
i , i ∈ [n]. The algebra Ĥη is
isomorphic to Ĥη1 × · · · × Ĥηr . Similarly, let Ĥ +η be the subalgebra of Ĥ + generated by HJη
and Yi , i ∈ [n]. For a = (a1, . . . , ar ) ∈ Zr , let Cη,a be the 1-dimensional representation of Ĥ +η
on which HJη ⊆ Ĥ +η acts trivially (Ti acts by u for si ∈ Jη) and Yli+1 acts by u2ai , i ∈ [r]. The
relations in Ĥ +η demand that Yli+k acts by u2(ai−k+1) for li + k ∈ Bi . Note that our conventions
differ from those in [13] since we use the right affine Hecke algebra while they use the left.
Next define Mη,a to be the induced module
Mη,a = Ĥ +n ⊗Ĥ +η Cη,a. (37)
For M in CZn or C+Zn , the points of M are the joint generalized eigenspaces for the action of
the Yi . The coordinates of a point v of M is the tuple (c1, . . . , cn) of generalized eigenvalues,
i.e. (Yi − ci)ki v = 0 for some ki and all i ∈ [n]. The tuple (c1, . . . , cn) is also identified with the
word c1c2 · · · cn.
We are interested in the case where the points of Mη,a are 1-dimensional.
Proposition 7.1. If the intervals [ai − ηi, ai] are disjoint, then the points of Mη,a are 1-dimen-
sional with coordinates
SJηn
(
u2a1 , u2(a1−1), . . . , u2(a1−η1), u2a2 , . . . , u2(a2−η2), . . . , u2ar , u2(ar−1), . . . , u2(ar−ηr )
)
,
where si acts on an n-tuple by swapping its i-th and (i + 1)-st entries. Equivalently, the coordi-
nates of the points of Mη,a are shuffles of the words
u2a1 u2(a1−1) · · ·u2(a1−η1), u2a2 · · ·u2(a2−η2), . . . , u2ar u2(ar−1) · · ·u2(ar−ηr ).
Proof. This is a special case of well-known results about inducing modules in CZn (see [22,
§5]). 
Remark 7.2. Since u is invertible in A, the Yi act invertibly on any module in C+Zn . Therefore
CZn → C+Zn , given by M → ResĤ + M is an isomorphism of categories, so the known results
about CZn carry over to C+Zn .
Remark 7.3. There is not a significant difference between CZn and the category of finite-
dimensional Ĥ -modules, so it is common to only focus on CZ. For our purposes, we only needn
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on N are generic. However, this can be equivalently achieved in the category C+Zn by taking
N = Cη,a with a generic. Misleadingly, the corresponding u = 1 modules C ⊗A N do not have
generic eigenvalues.
We complete this section with a couple more algebraic generalities, further preparing us for
our main result Theorem 7.10. Given any left Ĥ +-module M , the annihilator AnnM = {h ∈
Ĥ +: hM = 0} is a 2-sided ideal of Ĥ +.
For any two-sided ideal N of Ĥ +, N has a filtration
0 ⊆N0 ⊆ · · · ⊆Nd ⊆ · · · , (38)
where Nd = (Ĥ +)d ∩ N . We can form the associated graded gr(N) and identify it with a
subset of Ĥ + via
gr(N) :=
⊕
d0
Nd/Nd−1 ⊆
⊕
d0
(
Ĥ +
)
d/
(
Ĥ +
)
<d
∼=
⊕
d0
(
Ĥ +
)
d
∼= Ĥ +,
where the isomorphisms are the obvious ones. Then gr(N) is an ideal of Ĥ +, isomorphic to N
as an H -module. We also have that Ĥ +/N is isomorphic to Ĥ +/gr(N) as an H -module.
For h ∈ N , define in(h) to be the leading homogeneous component of h, i.e., the image of h in
Nd/Nd−1 = gr(N)d ⊆ (Ĥ +)d , where d is the smallest integer so that h ∈ (Ĥ +)d .
Proposition 7.4. Let Mη,a be as above. If Mη,a is irreducible, then it contains an element v+
such that, setting N = Annv+, Ĥ +e+/Ne+ ∼= Mη,a as Ĥ +-modules. Thus by the discussion
above, Ĥ +e+/gr(N)e+ ∼=Mη,a as H -modules.
Proof. As an H -module, Mη,a is the induced module H ⊗HJλ e+Jλ , and this contains a copy
of the trivial H -module as a submodule. Let v+ span this submodule. Thus there is an Ĥ +-
morphism Ĥ +e+ →Mη,a, defined by e+ → v+. It is surjective by the irreducibility assumption
and has kernel Ne+, hence the proposition. 
Remark 7.5. The assumption that Mη,a is irreducible cannot be dropped.
7.2. The ideals Iλ are generated by certain elementary symmetric functions in subsets vari-
ables, also known as Tanisaki generators (see [5,6]). We show that certain C′w ∈ R1n are es-
sentially these generators. This will relate the ideals gr(AnnMη,a)e+ to the canonical basis of
Ĥ +e+. Indeed, this was our original motivation for applying the Garsia–Procesi approach to
understand cellular submodules of R1n .
Let us make the inclusion Ĥn−1 ↪→ Ĥ(n−1,1) ↪→ Ĥn of Section 7.1 completely explicit. Re-
call that S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn−1} and let S′ be the subset {s1, s2, . . . , sn−2} of simple reflections
of Wf . On the level of groups,
ιn : Ŝn−1 ↪→ Ŝn (39)
is given on generators by
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ιn(si)= si, si ∈ S′, (40)
from which it follows
ιn(s0)= sn−1s0sn−1, ιn(π)= πsn−1. (41)
Since ιn(s0) /∈ K , this is not a morphism of Coxeter groups. This inclusion of groups restricts to
an inclusion of monoids ιn : Ŝ+n−1 ↪→ Ŝ+n .
It is immediate from (15) and (18) that ιn is given in terms of words by
λ1.x1 λ2.x2 · · · λn−1.xn−1
→ λ1.(x1 + 1) λ2.(x2 + 1) · · · λn−1.(xn−1 + 1) 1, (42)
where xi ∈ [n− 1] and λi ∈ Z (where, with the convention of Section 4.2, a.b = a(n− 1)+ b in
the top line and a.b = an+ b in the bottom line).
The corresponding morphism of algebras ιn :Ĥn−1 → Ĥn is given by
ιn(Yi)= Yi, i ∈ [n− 1],
ιn(Ti)= Ti, si ∈ S′, (43)
from which it follows
ιn(π) = ιn
(
Y1T
−1
1 T
−1
2 . . . T
−1
n−2
)= Y1T −11 T −12 . . . T −1n−2 = πTn−1,
ιn(T0)= ιn
(
π−1T1π
)= T −1n−1π−1T1πTn−1 = T −1n−1T0Tn−1. (44)
This map restricts to a map ιn : Ĥ +n−1 → Ĥ +n .
Lemma 7.6. For k, d ∈ [n] such that d  k, let λ = k−d+1 + · · · + k . Then (yλ)S = vπd for
some v ∈ Sn.
Proof. The word of (y1y2 . . . yd)S is
πd = 1.d 1.(d − 1) · · · 1.1 n n− 1 · · · d + 1, (45)
and the word of (yλ)S is
n n− 1 · · · n− (k − d)+ 1 1.d 1.(d − 1) · · · 1.1 n− (k − d) n− (k − d)− 1 · · · d + 1. (46)
This word is obtained from the word of πd by a sequence of left-multiplications by si ∈ S that
increase length by 1. This sequence yields the desired v ∈ Sn. 
Recall that for any w maximal in its coset wWf , we can write C′w = ←−C ′zC′w0 , where w =
z · w0. We have ←−C ′z =
∑
x
←−
P x,zTx , where the sum is over x  z such that x · w0 is reduced and←−
P x,z := P ′ ,zw (see [1] for the more general construction of which this is a special case).xw0 0
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DSw0. Then
C′w = ud(k−n)s1d (Y1, . . . , Yk)C′w0 . (47)
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If k = n, then this is a special case of Theorem 6.1.
Otherwise, by induction, the following holds in Ĥ +n−1:
C′w′ = ud(k−n+1)s1d (Y1, . . . , Yk)C′w0S′ , (48)
where w′ = (yλ)S′w0S′ ∈ DS′w0. Putting z = (yλ)S
′
, we have C′
w′ =
∑
xz
←−
P x,zTxC
′
w0S′ . Ap-
plying ιn to both sides, using Lemma 7.6 (z = uπd,u ∈ Sn−1, implies any x  z has a similar
form) and then (44), we obtain
ιn
(
C′w′
)=∑
xz
←−
P x,zιn(Tx)C
′
w0S′ =
∑
xz
←−
P x,zTxTn−d . . . Tn−1C′w0S′ . (49)
Multiplying on the right by −→C ′sn−1sn−2...s1 , we obtain
ud
∑
xz
←−
P x,zTxC
′
w0 . (50)
Next, we show that ∑
xz
←−
P x,zTxC
′
w0 = C′w (51)
using the characterization of the canonical basis from Theorem 3.1. It is not hard to see that
w′sn−1sn−2 . . . s1 = w using (42) and the affine word computation in the proof of Lemma 7.6.
Then the left-hand side of (51) is certainly in Tw + u−1L (L as in Theorem 3.1). To see that it
is ·¯-invariant, use that ∑
xz
←−
P x,zTxπ−d π
dC′w0S′ =
∑
xz
←−
P x,zTxπ−d π
dC′w0S′ (52)
as an equation in Ĥ +n−1. Since xπ−d ∈ Sn−1, ιn(Txπ−d ) = ιn(Txπ−d ). Hence applying ιn to this
equation and then multiplying on the right by u−d−→C ′sn−1sn−2...s1 yields ·¯-invariance for the left-
hand side of (51).
Finally, the theorem follows by applying ιn to both sides of (48) and multiplying on the right
by u−d−→C ′sn−1sn−2...s1 to obtain (47). 
7.3. In the next proposition, we relate the descriptions of gr(AnnMλ,a) in terms of el-
ementary symmetric polynomials in subsets of the variables to catabolizability. Let T d,k =
P(yk−d+1yk−d+2 . . . yk). Under the isomorphism CCP(SYT) ∼= F ccp(R1n) of Proposition 6.9,
T d,k = nT ′ cc + T ′ for some SYT T ′. The tableau T ′ cc has at most two rows and is filled
with 0’s and 1’s; it has n − d 0’s in the first row and min(d,n − k) 1’s in the second row.
Set μ= ctype(T d,k) (see Section 5.3 for the definition of ctype).
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alent:
(a) d > k − n+ λ′1 + · · · + λ′n−k ,
(b) d > k −∑i (λi − (n− k))0,
(c) μ  λ,
(d) T d,k is not (Gλ,1(λ))-row catabolizable,
where for c ∈ Z, (c)0 denotes c if c 0 and 0 otherwise.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) comes from counting the number of boxes in the first n−k
columns of the diagram of λ in two different ways. The equivalence of (c) and (d) is well known
(see [20]). It is easy to see that the catabolizability of T d,k is μ = (n − d,μ2,μ2, . . . ,μ2, r),
where μ2 = min(d,n− k) and r is the unique integer such that r  μ2 and μ  n.
Next, let l be the number of parts of λ that are greater than n− k. Rewriting condition (b), and
using the computation of μ, we have
l∑
i=1
λi > k − d + l(n− k)= n− d + (n− k)(l − 1) μ1 +
l∑
i=2
μi. (53)
This implies (c). To see that (c) implies (b), suppose ∑li=1 λi >∑li=1 μi for some l. Then as
μ2 = min(d,n − k), this inequality also holds for l equal to the number of parts of λ that are
greater than n − k. If μ2 = n − k, then ∑li=1 μi = n − d + (n − k)(l − 1); this also holds if
μ2 = d because this implies μ= (n− d, d) which implies l = 1. Hence (b) follows. 
A result of Garsia and Procesi [5, Proposition 3.1] carries over to this setting virtually un-
changed. For a composition η, let η+ denote the partition obtained from η by sorting its parts in
decreasing order.
Proposition 7.9. Suppose η is an r-composition of n with λ := η+, and k, d ∈ [n], d  k, such
that any (all) of the conditions in Proposition 7.8 are satisfied. If Mη,a satisfies the hypotheses of
Proposition 7.1, then
s1d (Y1, . . . , Yk) ∈ gr(AnnMη,a).
Proof. Let pYk (t) =
∏k
i=1(t + Yi), thought of as a univariate polynomial in the indeterminate t .
By Proposition 7.1, the points of Mη,a are shuffles of words of length η1, η2, . . . , ηr . Thus the
word of length ηi must intersect the first k letters of the shuffle in size at least (ηi − (n− k))0.
Therefore the value of pYk (t) on any point of Mη,a is divisible by
g(t) := [t + u2a1]
(η1−(n−k))0
[
t + u2a2]
(η2−(n−k))0 . . .
[
t + u2ar ]
(ηr−(n−k))0 , (54)
where [
t + ua] := (t + ua)(t + ua−2) · · · (t + ua−2(c−1)). (55)c
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in t with z := (z1, . . . , zm) ∈Am. Divide pYk (t) by pzm(t) to obtain
pYk (t)= q(t)pzm(t)+ r(t), (56)
where r(t) = ∑m−1i=0 ci t i is a polynomial in t of degree less than m with coefficients ci ∈
A[Y1, . . . , Yk]. We will make use of the fact that Eq. (56) is homogeneous of degree k if t ,
the Yi ’s, and the zi ’s have degree 1.
The coefficient ck−d exists as Proposition 7.8(b) is equivalent to k−d <m and, for a certain z,
it is the element of AnnMη,a we are looking for: on the one hand, if z is chosen so that g(t) =
pzm(t), then ck−d evaluates to 0 on every point of Mη,a as pYk (t) evaluated at any point of Mη,a
is divisible by pzm(t). On the other hand, the leading component in(ck−d) of ck−d is obtained
from ck−d by setting z = 0. Then since setting z = 0 results in pzm(t) = tm, (56) shows that
in(ck−d)= s1d (Y1, . . . , Yk). 
7.4. For h ∈ Ĥ +, write [C′w]h for the coefficient of C′w of h written as an A-linear combi-
nation of {C′w: w ∈W+e }. Define 〈·,·〉λ :Ĥ + × Ĥ +e+ →A by
〈h1, h2〉λ =
[
C′gλ
]
h1h2, (57)
where gλ = rowword(Gλ).
We now come to our main result.
Theorem 7.10. Suppose Mη,a satisfies the hypotheses of Propositions 7.1 and 7.4 and maintain
the notation of Proposition 7.4. Then the following submodules of Ĥ +e+ are equal.
(i) Ioλ := gr(Annv+)e+,
(ii) ITλ := Ĥ +{s1d (Y1, . . . , Yk): d, k satisfy (a)–(d) of Proposition 7.8}e+,
(iii) Ipairλ := {v ∈ Ĥ +e+: 〈Ĥ +, v〉λ = 0},
(iv) Icellλ := the maximal cellular submodule of Ĥ +e+ not containing ΓGλ (ΓGλ is the cell
labeled by Gλ),
(v) Icatλ :=A{C′w: P(w) is not (Gλ,1(λ))-row catabolizable}.
Note that Icatλ is not obviously a submodule but will be shown to be one. The abbreviations o,
T, pair, are shorthand for orbit, Tanisaki, and pairing. Also note that modules Mη,a satisfying the
hypotheses of Propositions 7.1 and 7.4 exist by the general theory. For instance, if |ai − aj |  0
for all i = j , then these hypotheses are satisfied.
Given the theorem, define Rλ to be Ĥ +e+/Iλ for Iλ equal to any (all) of the submodules
above.
Corollary 7.11. For Garsia–Procesi atoms, we have the following diagram corresponding to the
diagram in (30)
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F ccp
F xccp(Rλ)
Rλ
F
AGPG(n),Gλ
F
H˜λ(t)
where H˜λ(t) are the cocharge variant transformed Hall–Littlewood polynomials (see [6]).
Write A0 for the semiring Z0[u,u−1] ⊆ A and A>0 for the subset Z>0[u,u−1] ⊆ A0.
Through the work of Kazhdan and Lusztig, and Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne and Gabber we
have (see, for instance, [15])
Theorem 7.12. If (W,S) is crystallographic, then the structure coefficients βx,y,z = [C′z]C′xC′y
belong to A0.
The next two corollaries could be phrased as general facts about any algebra with basis in
which the structure coefficients are positive, however, we state them for the special cases that we
need. Recall the notation of Section 3.3 and the definition (9) of δ ←−
Γ
γ . Note that
δ←−
Γ
γ ⇐⇒ βx,γ,δ = 0 for some x ∈W (58)
as [δ]hγ = 0 for some h=∑x∈W axC′x ∈H , ax ∈A implies [δ]C′xγ = βx,γ,δ = 0 for some x.
Corollary 7.13. For any W+e -graph Γ ⊆ ΓW+e (i.e., the W+e -graph of some cellular subquotient
of Ĥ +), δ Γ γ if and only if δ ←−
Γ
γ .
Proof. The “if” direction is part of the definition of Γ . For the “only if” direction, suppose
γ3 ←−
Γ
γ2 ←−
Γ
γ1. Then by (58) there exist x1, x2 ∈W+e such that βx1,γ1,γ2 = 0 and βx2,γ2,γ3 = 0.
Applying Theorem 7.12 yields
x1γ1 ∈A>0γ2 +A0Γ and (59)
x2γ2 ∈A>0γ3 +A0Γ, (60)
which imply
x2x1γ1 ∈A>0γ3 +A0Γ. (61)
Thus γ3 ←−
Γ
γ1.
The general case then follows by induction as δ Γ γ means there exists δ = γn, γn−1, . . . ,
γ1 = γ such that γi+1 ←−
Γ
γi . 
Corollary 7.14. If γ ∈ Ipairλ , γ ∈ ΓW+e , then δ Ĥ + γ (δ ∈ ΓW+e ) implies δ ∈ I
pair
λ , i.e., the
cellular submodule generated by γ is contained in Ipair.λ
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plying Corollary 7.13 to this and the assumption δ Ĥ + γ implies gλ ←−̂
H +
δ, contradicting
γ ∈ Ipairλ . 
Proof of Theorem 7.10. First we have ITλ ⊆ Ioλ by Proposition 7.9 and the inclusion AnnMη,a ⊆
Annv+. We know by Proposition 7.4 that ResH Ĥ +e+/Ioλ affords the representation Hn⊗HJλ
e+Jλ . Next, an argument of the same flavor as Proposition 7.9 yields Ioλ ⊆ Ipairλ : for μ ∈ Y++ ,
define
fμ(Y1, . . . , Yn)=
n∏
i=1
μi∏
j=1
(
Yi − u2aj
)
.
Assume that η = η+; if not, the following argument works with the indices of the aj in the above
expression permuted. If fμ /∈ AnnMη,a, then w1 ⊆ [μ′1 + 1, n], w2 ⊆ [μ′2 + 1, n], . . . ,wr ⊆
[μ′r + 1, n], where w1unionsq, . . . ,unionsqwr = [n], |wi | = ηi determine the coordinates of a point in Mη,a
by specifying the positions of the shuffled words of Proposition 7.1. Thus for l ∈ [r], w1 ∪w2 ∪
· · · ∪ wl ⊆ [μ′l + 1, n] implying λ1 + · · · + λl  n − μ′l , or equivalently, μ′l  λl+1 + · · · + λr .
In particular, adding up these inequalities yields |μ| n(λ). Thus {Yμ: μ ∈ Y++ , |μ| > n(λ)} ⊆
gr(AnnMη,a)⊆ gr(Annv+).
By specializing to u = 1, it is easy to see that {HnYμHn: μ ∈ Y++ , |μ| = d} = (Ĥ +)d .
Therefore, (Ĥ +)>n(λ) ⊆ Ioλ . Since Ĥ +e+/Ioλ contains a single copy of the representation of
shape λ, we must have ΓGλ  Ioλ . Note that Ipairλ is also the maximal submodule of Ĥ +e+ not
containing ΓGλ . Hence we have Ioλ ⊆ Ipairλ .
Now that the inclusion ITλ ⊆ Ipairλ is established, Theorem 7.7 and Corollary 7.14 show that
ITλ is cellular. So ITλ is a cellular submodule not containing ΓGλ , and hence ITλ ⊆ Icellλ .
Next, it follows from the algorithm for catabolizability in [2], or alternatively, as a special
case of Proposition 9.27 (or rather, its dual version, which is just as good by Proposition 5.5),
that there is a sequence of ascent-edges and corotation-edges from w to gλ for any w with P(w)
(Gλ,1(λ))-row catabolizable. Thus a cellular submodule of Ĥ +e+ containing w contains ΓGλ ,
implying Icellλ ⊆ Icatλ .
We have shown that ITλ ⊆ Icellλ ⊆ Icatλ and ITλ ⊆ Ioλ ⊆ Ipairλ . The u = 1 results of Gar-
sia and Procesi, and Bergeron and Garsia (see [6]) establish that rankA(Ĥ +e+/ITλ ) =
rankA(Ĥ +e+/Ipairλ )=
(
n
λ1,...,λr
)
. The standardization map of Lascoux (see [20] and Section 9.1)
shows that rankA(Ĥ +e+/Icatλ )=
(
n
λ1,...,λr
)
. Thus we have equalities
ITλ = Icellλ = Icatλ = Ioλ = Ipairλ . 
8. A duality in R1n
It is well known that there is a perfect pairing 〈·,·〉 :R1n × R1n → C given by 〈f1, f2〉 equal
to the projection of f1f2 onto the sign representation of R1n . With this, it is easy to show that
an irreducible Vλ ⊆ R1n in degree d is dual to an irreducible Vλ′ ⊆ R1n in degree
(
n
2
)− d . This
duality on the character of R1n is also easy to see from the cellular picture, as we will now show.
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subtle.
8.1. For a standard word x = x1 · · ·xn, let x† denote the word xnxn−1 . . . x1. For any
w ∈DSw0, let x be the corresponding element of Wf under the bijection DSw0 ∼=Wf of Propo-
sition 6.2, i.e., wi = nxcci + xi for all i ∈ [n]. Define the dual element w∨ to be the element of
DSw0 that corresponds to x† under the bijection DSw0 ∼= Wf , i.e., w∨i = n(x†)cci + x†i , i ∈ [n].
Extend this notation to tableaux by defining T ∨ to be P(w∨) for any (every) w inserting to T .
From well-known properties of the insertion algorithm, the tableaux P(x) and P(x†) are
transposes of each other for any standard word x. Therefore, if T is a PAT labeling a cell of R1n ,
then T and T ∨ have shapes that are transposes of each other. Let ρ ∈ Y++ be half the sum of the
positive roots, i.e., ρ = (n−1, n−2, . . . ,0); note that P(yρ)=G1n . Then Ψ (w∨)w =w0yρ for
any w ∈ DSw0. In particular, the sum of the degrees of T and T ∨ is
(
n
2
)
. Thus we have shown
that ∨ corresponds to a duality on the character of R1n .
We have the following conjectural duality for the W+e -graph R1n . The first part of this con-
jecture is proved below.
Conjecture 8.1. For any x,w ∈DSw0,
(a) if x = πw, then x∨ = π−1w∨,
(b) μ(x,w)= μ(w∨, x∨) whenever L(x)∩ S  L(w)∩ S.
Recall that L(x)∩ S  L(w)∩ S if and only if the edge weight μ(x,w) matters for the struc-
ture of R1n as an Ĥ +-module, and therefore the main case we are interested in. This conjecture
has been checked up to n= 6.
Corollary 8.2 (of Conjecture 8.1). The csq Acsq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
is equal to
• {ΓT ∨ : ΓT ∈Rλ},
• the minimal submodule of R1n containing ΓG∨λ ,
• (F ccp)−1(AGP∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
), where AGP∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
is defined in terms of catabolizability in Section 5.5.
One route to proving this conjecture is to exhibit a perfect pairing on R1n that respects canon-
ical bases. This does not seem to work in a straightforward way, however the following approach
seems promising.
For h ∈ Ĥ + write [C′w]h for the coefficient of C′w of h written as an A-linear combination of
{C′w: w ∈W+e }. Define 〈·,·〉 :Ĥ + × Ĥ + →A by
〈h1, h2〉 =
[
C′w0yρ
]
h1h2.
Let j :A → A be the ring automorphism determined by j (u) = −u−1, and also denote by j
the involution of Ĥ given by j (
∑
x axTx) =
∑
x j (ax)Tx . The unprimed canonical basis ele-
ment Cw , w ∈We, is related to the primed C′ by j (C′ )= Cw .w w
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〈
Cx,C
′
w
〉= {1 if w ∈DSw0, x ∈ Ψ (DSw0), and Ψ (x)=w∨,
0 otherwise.
As introduced in Section 4.3, there is an automorphism  of We given on generators by
si → sn−i , π → π−1.
Proposition 8.4. Conjecture 8.3 implies Conjecture 8.1.
Proof. It is easy to see that corotating and then applying † to a standard word is the same as
applying † and then rotating. Part (a) then follows from the bijection Wf ∼= DSw0 and the fact
that this takes corotations to corotation-edges (see Proposition 6.9 and its proof).
For any x ∈DSw0, the following are straightforward from the definitions of Ψ and ∨:
R
(
Ψ (x)
)= (L(x)),
L
(
x∨
)∩ S = {(s): s ∈ S\L(x)},
R
(
Ψ
(
x∨
))∩ S = {s: s ∈ S\L(x)}. (62)
Suppose x,w ∈ DSw0, L(x) ∩ S  L(w) ∩ S, and let s be any element of S ∩ L(x)\L(w). We
have
μ
(
w∨, x∨
)= μ(Ψ (w∨),Ψ (x∨))= [CΨ(w∨)]CΨ(x∨)Ts
= 〈CΨ(x∨)Ts,C′w〉= 〈CΨ(x∨), TsC′w〉= [C′x]TsC′w = μ(x,w). (63)
The first equality holds because Ψ is an anti-automorphism of the extended Coxeter group We.
The third and fifth equalities use Conjecture 8.3. The last equality follows from s ∈ S ∩
L(x)\L(w) and the definition of a W -graph (7). Noting that (62) implies s ∈ S ∩ R(Ψ (w∨))\
R(Ψ (x∨)), the second equality follows for the same reason. 
9. Atoms
We are primarily interested in subquotients of the coinvariants R1n , however it appears that
there are many other copies of these subquotients in Ĥ , outside of R1n . The realization of an
R Wf -module E as a cellular subquotient has genuinely different combinatorics depending on
which element of (Fmod)−1(E) is chosen. It is reasonable to guess that two objects in CSQ(Ĥ +)
are isomorphic if their images in Cocyclage Posets are connected and isomorphic, and this has
been our empirical way of identifying copies of atoms.
One fundamental problem which we hope to make some steps towards in this section is to find
an algorithm that takes a word w ∈ We as input and outputs two datum: one describing which
atom copy w belongs to, and the other describing where w sits inside this copy. Our model for
such an algorithm is the RSK algorithm which takes a word w ∈ Wf and outputs P(w), which
encodes which left Wf -cell w belongs to, and Q(w), which encodes where w sits inside this cell.
The sign insertion algorithm we present in Section 9.3 is our best attempt towards this goal, but
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would be so useful.
Despite the flaw of the sign insertion algorithm, it is good enough to allow us to state a
conjecture about how Ĥ decomposes into cellular subquotients isomorphic to the dual GP csq
AGP
∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
. We discuss in Section 9.4 how this is closely related to the combinatorics of the We-
cells of We worked out by Shi, Lusztig, and Xi [19,16,24]. Also of interest in this section is a
new interpretation of charge for semistandard tableaux (proven for partition content, conjectural
in general); see Section 9.6.
9.1. There are several examples in the literature of identifying cocyclage posets of differ-
ent sets of tableaux. One example is Lascoux’s standardization map from tableaux of content
λ  n to standard tableaux, which has image {T : ctype(T )  λ} [10] (see also [20, §4]). Since
CCP(T (λ)) and CCP(SYT) are connected and contain a unique tableau of shape (n), an embed-
ding of cocyclage posets CCP(T (λ))→ CCP(SYT) is unique if it exists. That is, the standardiza-
tion map can be computed by taking any subposet of CCP(T (λ)) whose underlying undirected
graph is a tree. The map then takes the single-row tableau to the single-row tableau and is com-
puted on the other tableaux by forcing it to be a color-preserving embedding of cocyclage posets.
Miraculously, the map is shape-preserving and preserves all cocyclages, not only those in the
subposet.
Another example of this are the copies of super atoms of Lapointe, Lascoux, and Morse [9].
A super atom A(k)λ and some connected subposet of its cocyclage poset is given. A selected
tableau of the super atom (usually the largest cocharge) is mapped to some other tableau of the
same shape, and one tries to extend this map to the entire super atom as above. Then, again,
miraculously, it appears that if the map extends, then it is an isomorphism in Cocyclage Posets.
There appear to be many more instances of this, and this has been our empirical way of finding
atoms in Ĥ that might be isomorphic to those that occur in the coinvariants. We will see that
both of the examples above are special cases of the atom copies studied in this section.
9.2. Before stating our conjectures about atom copies, we recall some basic facts about star
operations and apply them to the study of CSQ(Ĥ +). An easy way to show that two Ĥ +-
cellular subquotients of Ĥ are isomorphic is to show that they correspond under some sequence
of right star operations.
For the following definitions, let (W,S) be an (extended) Coxeter group. Let s and t be in S
such that st has order 3. Define
DL(s, t)=
{
w ∈W : ∣∣L(w)∩ {s, t}∣∣= 1},
DR(s, t)=
{
w ∈W : ∣∣R(w)∩ {s, t}∣∣= 1}.
The left star operation with respect to {s, t} is the involution DL(s, t) → DL(s, t), w → ∗w,
where ∗w is the single element of DL(s, t) ∩ {sw, tw}. Similarly, the right star operation with
respect to {s, t} is the involution DR(s, t) → DR(s, t), w → w∗, where w∗ is the single ele-
ment of DR(s, t) ∩ {ws,wt}. We use the convention of writing ∗ = {s, t} to signify that the star
operation is with respect to {s, t}. We will need the following results from the original Kazhdan–
Lusztig paper, the second of which is quite crucial to the theory that originated there.
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(i) If x and w belong to the same left cell, then R(x)=R(w).
(ii) If x and w belong to the same right cell, then L(x)= L(w).
Theorem 9.2. (See [8, Theorem 4.2].) With the convention of Remark 3.2, ∗ = {s, t} ⊆ S, and st
of order 3,
(i) if x,w ∈DL(s, t), then μ(x,w)= μ(∗x, ∗w),
(ii) if x,w ∈DR(s, t), then μ(x,w)= μ(x∗,w∗).
For (W,S)= (We,K) and elements identified with affine words, left and right star operations
are Knuth transformations and dual Knuth transformations (KT andDKT ). See [21, A1] for
an introduction to this combinatorics in the case W = Sn. Knuth transformations look like those
for standard words. A Knuth transformation of an affine word w ∈We is a transformation of one
of the following forms:
· · · 1.b 1.a 1.c · · · b a c · · ·KT · · · 1.b 1.c 1.a · · · b c a · · · , (64)
· · · 1.a 1.c 1.b · · · a c b · · ·KT · · · 1.c 1.a 1.b · · · c a b · · · , (65)
for a, b, c ∈ Z, a < b < c. These pictures are to be interpreted to mean that for every k ∈ Z, the
adjacent numbers k.a and k.c are transposed. These Knuth transformations correspond to the left
star operation with respect to {si, si+1} (subscripts taken mod n), where, for the first line, i is the
position of b, and, for the second line, i is the position of the a on the left-hand side.
To see a dual Knuth transformation of an affine word w, it is not enough to only examine the
window w1 . . .wn. A dual Knuth transformation of an affine word w ∈We is a transformation of
one of the following forms:
· · · i · · · i + 2 · · · i + 1 · · ·DKT · · · i + 1 · · · i + 2 · · · i · · · , (66)
· · · i + 1 · · · i · · · i + 2 · · ·DKT · · · i + 2 · · · i · · · i + 1 · · · . (67)
These pictures are to be interpreted to mean that a similar transformation is performed on the
numbers k.i, k.i + 1, k.i + 2 for every k ∈ Z. These dual Knuth transformations correspond to
the right star operation with respect to {sn−i , sn−(i+1)} (recall the unusual convention of (17)).
For the remainder of this paper, we will understand Knuth transformations (resp. dual Knuth
transformations) to be left (resp. right) star operations for ∗ ⊆ S rather than ∗ ⊆ K . This is
more natural given our focus on W+e -cells rather than We-cells, and it is not a significant change
because any star operation is equivalent to one with ∗ ⊆ S via conjugation by some power of π .
Example 9.3. For n= 5, the following are examples of a Knuth transformation corresponding to
the left star operation with respect to {s1, s2} and a dual Knuth transformation corresponding to
the right star operation with respect to {s1, s2} (recall the unusual convention of (17)):
13 1 42 14 5 KT 13 42 1 14 5,
13 1 42 14 5 DKT 13 1 42 15 4.
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for more on the We-cells of We. We remark that the left We-cells of We are typically infinite
in contrast to the W+e -cells of We and the Wf -cells of Wf . For a subset Γ of We, let Γ̂ be the
minimal element of CSQ(Ĥ +) containing Γ .
Proposition 9.4. If Γ is a union of left W+e -cells of We such that the undirected graph on Γ
consisting of cocyclage-edges is connected, then Γ and, stronger, Γ̂ are contained in a left We-
cell of We.
Proof. The connectivity assumption and our knowledge of the left W+e -cells of Ĥ (Corol-
lary 4.12 and [8, Theorem 1.4]) show that the undirected graph on Γ consisting of Knuth
transformations and corotation-edges is connected. Thus Γ is contained in a left We-cell Λ
of We. Here we are using that πw and w are contained in the same left We-cell of We for
any w ∈ We. Since left We-cells are Ĥ -cellular subquotients, they are also Ĥ +-cellular sub-
quotients. Thus Γ̂ is contained in Λ. 
Proposition 9.5. Suppose AΓ ∈ CSQ(Ĥ +) and Γ is contained in a left We-cell Λ of We (which
holds, for instance, if F xccp(AΓ ) is connected). Let ∗ = {s, t} ⊆ S with st of order 3. Then
(i) if γ ∈DR(s, t) for some γ ∈ Γ , then Γ ⊂DR(s, t),
(ii) if Γ ⊆DR(s, t), then AΓ ∗ ∈ CSQ(Ĥ +) and Γ ∼= Γ ∗ := {γ ∗: γ ∈ Γ },
(iii) AΓ π ∈ CSQ(Ĥ +) and Γ ∼= Γ π := {γπ : γ ∈ Γ }.
Proof. The assumption Γ ⊆Λ and 9.1(i) imply R(γ )=R(γ ′) for all γ, γ ′ ∈ Γ , hence (i).
For (ii), note that by Theorem 9.2(ii) and Proposition 9.1(ii) the edges μ with both ends in Γ
are the same as those of Γ ∗, so it remains to show AΓ ∗ ∈ CSQ(Ĥ +). The previous sentence
also shows that the edges μ in Γ̂ ∗ are the same as those of Γ̂ ∗∗ since Γ̂ ∗ ⊆ DR(s, t) by the
assumption Γ ⊆ Λ and 9.1(i). Then if Υ3 Ĥ + Υ2 Ĥ + Υ1 for Υ2 ⊆ Γ̂ ∗\Γ ∗, Υ1,Υ3 ⊆ Γ ∗ for
some left W+e -cells Υi of Ĥ (here, by abuse of notation, Ĥ + denotes the partial order on the
left W+e -cells of We), we would have Υ ∗3 Ĥ + Υ ∗2 Ĥ + Υ ∗1 for Υ ∗2 ⊆ Γ̂ ∗∗\Γ , Υ ∗1 ,Υ ∗3 ⊆ Γ ,
contradiction. Thus Γ̂ ∗ = Γ ∗.
Statement (iii) is immediate from the identity μ(x,w)= μ(xπ,wπ) for all x,π ∈We. 
Example 9.6. Let Γ be the cellular subquotient on the left-hand side of the bottom row of Fig. 8
(see Section 9.8). The cellular subquotient on the right of the bottom row is equal to (Γ π)∗1∗2 ,
where ∗1 = {sn−1, sn−2}, ∗2 = {sn−2, sn−3} (n= 6).
9.3. From any word w ∈ DSw0 there is a path of Knuth transformations and rotation-
edges to the word w0 = rowword(G(n)), which is a left cell corresponding to the trivial H -
representation. Also, there is a path consisting of Knuth transformations and corotation-edges
from any w ∈ DSw0 to the word yρ = rowword(G1n), which is a left cell corresponding to the
sign H -representation. For an arbitrary w ∈We, there does not exist such a path to a trivial rep-
resentation, however there is always a path to a sign representation. This leads to the following
algorithm, which enables us to state conjectures about how Ĥ decomposes into cellular subquo-
tients that are isomorphic to Acsq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
and how this relates to the We-cells of We. This algorithm
is an adaptation of a result of Shi on iterated star operations [19, Lemma 9.2.1].
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pair (sgnP (w), sgnQ(w)) of tableaux of shape 1n. The tableau sgnP (w) is an affine tableau, and
sgnQ(w) is a semistandard tableau with distinct integer entries; these entries are thought of as
“ordinary integers” and will not be written in our base-n notation a.b.
We package the algorithm as a function f which takes a 4-tuple (c, x,P,Q) to another such
4-tuple, where c is an integer counter, x is part of an affine word, and P and Q are single-column
tableaux of the same shape. Write x = za for z a word and a a number. Let P ′ := a → P be the
result of column-inserting a into P . If a → P has more than one column, let a′ be the entry in
the second column of P ′. Recall from Section 5.3 that for a tableau T , Tλ is the subtableau of T
obtained by restricting T to the diagram of λ. Let Q′ be the tableau obtained by appending the
entry c to the bottom of Q. Then
f (c − 1, x,P,Q)=
{
(c, z,P ′,Q′) if P ′ has one column,
(c,1.a′z,P ′1|P | ,Q) otherwise.
(68)
The sign insertion algorithm repeatedly applies f to the tuple (0,w,∅,∅). It terminates when
the word of the tuple is empty and outputs the pair of tableaux.
The transition from (c, x,P,Q) := f (c−1)(0,w,∅,∅) to f (c, x,P,Q) is the c-th step of the
algorithm. A step of the algorithm in the top case of (68) is an insertion step, and in the bottom
a corotation step.
Example 9.8. The sign insertion algorithm applied to w = 36 13 32 4 21 25 produces the tuples
shown in Fig. 4. For any v ∈DSw0, sgnP (v)= P(yρ)=G∨1n . The element v := 36 12 24 1 13 25
is the unique element of DSw0 such that sgnQ(v)= sgnQ(w) for w as above.
To ease notation, we will write P in place of rowword(P ) for the tableaux in this algorithm.
This compromises little as these are all single-column tableaux. Thus Pi will denote the entry in
row |P | + 1 − i of P . In the next proposition and its proof, we will write (c − 1, x,P,Q) and
(c, x′,P ′,Q′) := f (c − 1, x,P,Q) for the 4-tuple before and after the c-th step.
Proposition 9.9. The sign insertion algorithm with input w ∈ Ŝn satisfies:
(a) after every step, the pair (x,P ) is such that xP is an affine word,
(b) terminates,
(c) sgnP (w)= S(yλw) for some λ ∈ Y+,
(d) if k ∈ [n] is maximal such that wk < wk+1 and w′ is the word xP after the first corotation
step, then sgnP (w)= sgnP (w′) and
sgnQ
(
w′
)= sgnQ(w)1 − 1 sgnQ(w)2 − 1 . . . sgnQ(w)k − 1 n− k n− k − 1 . . . 1,
(e) sgnP (w)= sgnP (w′) if w′ = πw and wn−1 <wn,
(f) sgnP (w)= sgnP (∗w) if w ∗w is a Knuth transformation,
(g) if w ∗w is a Knuth transformation, then the tuple (| sgnQ(w)i − sgnQ(∗w)i |)i∈[n] consists
of n− 1 0’s and one 1,
(h) if w w∗ is a dual Knuth transformation, then sgnP (w∗) = (sgnP (w))∗ and sgnQ(w) =
sgnQ(w∗),
(i) if w′ =wπ , then sgnP (w′)= sgnP (w)π and sgnQ(w)= sgnQ(w′),
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(j) suppose P1k consists of the k smallest numbers of sgnP (w). Then (sgnP (w), sgnQ(w)) can
be computed by removing P1k and Q1k from P and Q, running the algorithm with its usual
rules, and then adding P1k and Q1k back to the top of the final insertion and recording
tableaux.
Proof. For a tableau T and number a, a rowword(T ) is Knuth equivalent to rowword(a → T ).
Thus in a step of the algorithm, x′P ′ is obtained from xP by a sequence of Knuth transformations
followed by, in the case of a corotation step, left-multiplication by π . This proves (a).
In each insertion step of the algorithm, |P | is increased by one. The algorithm terminates
after n insertion steps, so to prove (b) it suffices to show that there cannot be infinitely many
corotation steps in succession. This is so because if there are |x| corotation steps in succession
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entry of P decreases or stays the same.
Each entry e = a.eˆ of sgnP (w) (a ∈ Z) is congruent to some entry a′.eˆ of w. Since sgnP (w)
is obtained from w by a sequence of left-multiplications by s ∈ S and left-multiplications by π ,
a  a′. This is a rephrasing of statement (c).
Let k be as in (d). The first n− k steps of the algorithm are insertion steps. The next step is a
corotation step. The algorithm run on w′ is nearly identical to the algorithm run on input w: the
first n − k steps are insertion steps, and for c > n − k, the c-th step is the same as the c + 1-th
step of the algorithm run on w. This proves (d).
Statement (e) is a special case of (d).
To show (f), we prove the slightly stronger statement that, after any step of the algorithm,
the word x can be replaced by ∗x with x  ∗x a Knuth transformation without changing the
final insertion tableau. We may assume that x ∗x is a Knuth transformation in the last three
numbers of x and is written as
· · · edf  · · · ef d (69)
with d < e < f (we must also check the case · · ·df e · · ·f de, but this is similar). Let f ′
(resp. d ′) be the smallest entry of P greater than f (resp. d) if such an entry exists. One checks
that the insertion tableaux of f (3)(c−1, x,P,Q) and f (3)(c−1, ∗x,P,Q) are always the same.
Now if f ′ is defined (and therefore so is d ′) and d ′ < f , then the result follows by induction
from the Knuth transformation
e′ + n d ′ + n f ′ + n · · · e′ + n f ′ + n d ′ + n · · · , (70)
where d ′, e′, and f ′ are the entries kicked out in the column-insertions of d , e, and f . On the
other hand, if f ′ is defined, d ′ = f ′, and there is an entry f ′′ of P in the row below f ′, then the
result follows by induction from the Knuth transformation
f ′′ + n f + n f ′ + n · · · f + n f ′′ + n f ′ + n · · · . (71)
Otherwise, one checks that the words of f (3)(c − 1, x,P,Q) and f (3)(c − 1, ∗x,P,Q) are the
same.
Statement (g) is proved in a similar way to (f). If f ′ is defined and either (d ′ < f ) or (d ′ = f ′
and f ′′ is defined), then the c, c + 1, and c + 2-th steps are corotation steps and do not change
the recording tableau, so the result follows by induction. Otherwise let U , U ′ be the recording
tableaux of f (3)(c − 1, x,P,Q) and f (3)(c − 1, ∗x,P,Q) respectively. Then we have
|U | = ∣∣U ′∣∣= |Q| + 1,
U1 = c, and U ′1 = c + 1 if d ′ is defined and f ′ is not,
|U | = ∣∣U ′∣∣= |Q| + 2,
U1 = c + 2, U2 = c, and U ′1 = c + 1, U ′2 = c if f ′ and d ′ are not defined,
|U | = ∣∣U ′∣∣= |Q| + 1,
U1 = c + 2, and U ′1 = c + 1 if d ′ = f ′ are defined and f ′′ is not.
By the end of the previous paragraph, the entries added to the recording tableau U in the remain-
der of the algorithm are the same as those added to U ′.
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the sequence of words (as in (a)) obtained by concatenating the word and insertion tableau of
f (c−1)(0,w,∅,∅) for each c. The word after step c is obtained from the word before step c by
some Knuth transformations and possibly a corotation, and whether or not the step is a corotation
depends only on the left descent set of the word. Then let Γ be the subset of We consisting of
these words and Γ̂ be the minimal element of CSQ(Ĥ +) containing Γ . By Proposition 9.5,
Γ̂ ∼= Γ̂ ∗ and Γ̂ ∼= Γ̂ π . Thus the sequence of words for the algorithm run on w∗ is obtained
from the sequence of words for the algorithm run on w by applying the right star operation with
respect to ∗. Statement (h) then follows and (i) follows in a similar way.
For statement (j), note that by (c), P1k = P ′1k = sgnP (w)1k for P ′ the insertion tableau after
the c′-th step for any c′  c. The result is then clear because the entries of P1k are never bumped
out in a column-insertion, so have no effect on the algorithm. 
Part (f) of this proposition allows us to define, for an AT T , sgnP (T ) to be sgnP (w) for any
(every) w inserting to T .
Definition 9.10. For an AT P of shape 1n, define AsgnP to be the ccp on the set of tableaux{T ∈ AT: sgnP (T )= P }.
For example, AsgnG1n = F ccp(R1n).
It is not hard to see that the word w can be recovered from the pair (sgnP (w), sgnQ(w)) by
running the sign insertion algorithm in reverse. In more detail, this is done by keeping track of a
4-tuple (c, x′,P ′,Q′) as in the sign insertion algorithm. Let x′ = a′z′, with a′ a number and z′ a
word. The function f−1 is given by
f−1
(
c, x′,P ′,Q′
)= { (c − 1, x′P ′1,P ′1|P ′ |−1,Q′1|Q′ |−1) if c =Q′1,
(c − 1, z′a,P,Q′) otherwise, (72)
where P is obtained by adding −1.a′ to P ′ in the first row and second column and then reverse
column-inserting it and a is the number bumped out in this reverse column-insertion.
Given an AT P and a tableau Q of shape 1n with distinct entries in the positive integers,
it is difficult to determine whether the reverse sign insertion algorithm can be run on this pair
(adding −1.a′ to P ′ might not result in a tableau). In the next subsection we give a conjectural
description, though not a completely explicit one, of such pairs.
Definition 9.11. Define sgnQλ to be the set {sgnQ(w): w ∈ AGP∨G∨λ ,G∨1n }.
Example 9.12. The set sgnQ(2,2) is equal to⎧⎨⎩ , , , , ,
⎫⎬⎭
Remark 9.13. The sign insertion algorithm is our best attempt at an algorithm meeting the re-
quirements described in the introduction to this section. However, its main shortcoming is that it
seems remarkably difficult to give a reasonable description of the sets sgnQλ even for λ = (n).
We spent some time just working on the case where λ has two columns, without much success.
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Ĥ decomposes into Ĥ +-cellular subquotients that are isomorphic to Acsq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
. This combina-
torics is closely related to that needed to understand the We-cells of We. A description of the
We-cells of We was conjectured by Lusztig and proved by Shi [16,19], and further properties
were worked out by Xi [24]. We now recall the description of the two-sided cells, using [24] as
our main reference.
Given an element w of We, define P(w) to be the poset on [n] with relations i ≺ j if (i < j
and wi < wj ) or (i > j and wi < wj+n). Greene’s theorem associates to any poset P a partition
ν  n, denoted Part(P).
Theorem 9.14. (See Shi [19], Lusztig [16].) The sets
cν :=
{
w ∈We: Part
(
P(w)
)= ν}
are the two-sided We-cells of We.
Since Part(P(w)) is constant on Knuth equivalence classes, we may define Part(T ) to be
Part(P(w)) for any (every) w inserting to T .
Definition 9.15. Suppose that U is an AT such that sgnQ(rowword(U))= sgnQ(rowword(G∨λ )).
The dual GP ccp copy AGP∨U,sgnP (U) is the ccp on the set of tableaux{
P(w): w ∈We such that sgnP (w)= sgnP (U) and sgnQ(w) ∈ sgnQλ
}
.
For special U , this definition will be superseded by another more explicit description of the
ccp (Definition 9.28). These definitions are conjecturally equivalent. See Example 9.31 for an
example.
Conjecture 9.16. Suppose that U is an AT such that sgnQ(rowword(U))= sgnQ(rowword(G∨λ )).
Then
(a) AGP∨U,sgnP U ∼= AGP
∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
in CCP,
(b) F ccp(AcsqU,sgnP (U))= AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U)
,
(c) AcsqU,sgnP (U) ∼= A
csq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
in CSQ(Ĥ +).
Note that the combinatorial conjecture (a) would follow from (b) and (c). Our computer
experimentation provides substantial evidence for (a), and our main reason for believing (c)
is primarily this evidence as well. Assuming (b), we checked using Magma that (c) holds in
the special case that U is a standard tableau and n  6. That is, we found an isomorphism
α :AGP
∨
U,sgnP U
→ AGP∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
in CCP and checked that the edge weights μ(α(x),α(w)) and μ(x,w)
agree whenever L(x)  L(w). See Example 9.21 for more about the special case in which U is
standard.
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(a) If P is a single-column tableau and ΓP ∈ cν , then AsgnP = AGP
∨
U,P for a unique U of shape ν.
Thus, in cν , tableaux of shape ν are in bijection with tableaux of shape 1n via U → sgnP (U).
(b) The left We-cells of cν are in bijection with sgnQν and are of the form
ΥQ :=
{
w ∈ cν : sgnQ
(
w−1
)=Q}, Q ∈ sgnQν.
(c) The left cell ΥQ decomposes into dual GP csq as
ΥQ =
⊔
sgnQ((rowword(U))−1)=Q
sh(U)=ν
Part(U)=ν
AcsqU,sgnP (U).
(d) This further gives the decomposition of cν into dual GP csq
cν =
⊔
sh(U)=ν
Part(U)=ν
AcsqU,sgnP (U).
It is straightforward from the definition of cν that ΓP ∈ cν implies sh(P ) ν, which is con-
sistent with this conjecture.
Proposition 9.18. Conjectures 9.16 and 9.17(a) imply Conjecture 9.17.
Proof. First note that (d) is an easy consequence of Conjecture 9.17(b) and (c). We know that
for any AT P of shape 1n, the ccp AsgnP is contained in a left We-cell of We (Proposition 9.4).
Thus (c) follows from Conjecture 9.17(a) and (b).
Now we prove (b) (actually its equivalent statement for right cells). Proposition 9.4 and Con-
jecture 9.17(a) imply that
cν =
⊔
sh(P )=1n
Part(P )=ν
AsgnP =
⊔
sh(U)=ν
Part(U)=ν
AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U). (73)
Let
fUU ′ :A
GP∨
U,sgnP (U) → AGP
∨
U ′,sgnP (U ′)
be the isomorphisms given by Conjecture 9.16(a) for all U , U ′ of shape ν with Part(U) =
Part(U ′) = ν. By a similar argument to the proof of Proposition 9.9(h) and (i), sgnQ(w) =
sgnQ(fUU ′(w)) for all w ∈ AGP∨U,sgnP (U).
Let Z∗1n be the standard tableau of shape 1n. It is known that (ΥZ∗1n )
−1 is a right We-cell of We,
called the canonical right cell (denoted Φcν in [24]). It is also known that applying a sequence of
left star operations with ∗ ⊆ S and left-multiplications by π to a right cell results in a right cell.
It follows that w and fUU ′(w) belong to the same right cell for any w ∈ AGP∨U,sgnP (U). Thus by the
previous paragraph, (ΥQ)−1 is contained in a right cell.
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(
n
ν′1,ν′2,...,ν′ν1
)
right cells in cν [19]. This is also the
cardinality of sgnQν , which follows, for instance, by the standardization map. Thus since⊔
Q∈sgnQν (ΥQ)
−1 = cν by (73), (ΥQ)−1 is exactly a right cell. 
Since Acsq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
is a cellular submodule of Acsq
G∨ν ,G∨1n
for λ ν, Conjectures 9.16 and 9.17 would
give a complete description of dual GP csq copies:
Corollary 9.19 (of Conjectures 9.16 and 9.17). The copies of the csq Acsq
G∨λ ,G∨1n
are of the form
AcsqU,sgnP (U) for U as in Definition 9.15 and such that sh(U)= λ and ΓU ∈ cν and λ ν.
9.5. Here we give an alternative definition of AGP∨U,sgnP (U) for special U , which is related to
catabolizability. We can prove some partial results towards the conjectures in Section 9.4 in this
special case. In the even more restricted case in which U has shape (n), we can prove these
conjectures, thereby describing all objects in CSQ(Ĥ +) isomorphic to R1n .
Definition 9.20. Given an AT U , let P be the filling of 1n obtained by stacking the columns of
U on top of each other (in order, from left to right) and adding n(c − 1) to the entries in the c-th
column of U . If P is a tableau, then U is said to be stackable.
For example,
if U = , then P =
The filling P is a tableau, so U is stackable.
Stackable tableaux are those for which sgnP is easy to compute. If U is stackable, then it
is straightforward to see that sgnP (U) = sgnP (colword(U)) is the tableau P in the definition
above. Note that the dual Garnir tableau G∨λ is stackable and sgnP (G∨λ )=G∨1n . As we will soon
see, the (conjectural) dual Garsia–Procesi ccp copies AGP∨
U,sgnP (U)
for U stackable of shape λ have
similar combinatorics to the dual Garsia–Procesi ccp AGP∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
. These appear to be exactly the
ccp copies for which catabolizability as defined in Section 5.3 is sensible.
Example 9.21. Let U be a standard tableau of shape λ  n. The tableau U is certainly stackable.
Let ΓU be the corresponding left Wf -cell of H =H (Sn) and define AU by
AU := Ĥ ⊗H AΓU =A
{
C′w: P(Sw)=U
}
. (74)
This equality, which shows that AU is a cellular subquotient, is a special case of [1, Proposi-
tion 2.6].
We expect that sgnP (U) is the unique minimal degree occurrence of the sign representa-
tion in AU . The csq Acsq is the minimal cellular quotient of AU containing sgnP (U) andU,sgnP (U)
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AcsqU,sgnP (U) as U ranges over standard tableau of shape λ are all isomorphic by Proposition 9.5.
Algorithm 9.22. This algorithm depends on an AT Q of shape λ such that sgn(Q) exists and
integers d1  d2  · · · dλ1 . It takes as input an affine word w and outputs true or false. This al-
gorithm is a variant of the sign insertion algorithm (Algorithm 9.7) and we maintain the notation
from its description. The insertion tableau will be the same as for the sign insertion algorithm;
the recording tableau is still a single-column tableau, but is no longer required to have distinct
entries. Let x′′ and P ′′ be the word and insertion tableau after the c-th step of the sign insertion
algorithm. Let k be maximal such that P ′′1k = sgnP (w)1k . Then define f ′ by
f ′(c − 1, x,P,Q)= (c, x′′,P ′′,Q′′), (75)
where Q′′ is the tableau obtained from Q by appending entries c to the bottom of Q until
|Q′′| = k.
This algorithm repeatedly applies f ′ to the tuple (0,w,∅,∅) and terminates when the word of
the tuple is empty and outputs the pair of tableaux. Step, insertion step, and corotation step are
defined here as they are for the sign insertion algorithm.
Define a sequence of integers d1 < d2 < · · · < dr inductively as follows: d1 = |w|, and dj =
dj−1 + |x|, where x is the word after the dj−1-th step. The integer r is defined so that the
algorithm terminates after the dr -th step. The j -th pass of the algorithm consists of steps dj−1 +1
to dj inclusive (define d0 = 0). We remark that the sequence d1, d2, . . . , dr can be obtained in a
straightforward way from sgnQ(w).
Definition 9.23. Let η be an r-composition of n with partial sums lj =∑ji=1 ηi , j ∈ [r]. An
affine word w is η-word catabolizable if |Q′′|  lj for all j ∈ [r], where Q′′ is the recording
tableau of w after the j -th pass of Algorithm 9.22.
Example 9.24. Let w be the word from Example 9.8. Then the sequence of recording tableaux
produced by Algorithm 9.22 is
∅,∅,∅, , , , , , , , , ,
The word w is (2,2,1,1)-word catabolizable, but not (2,2,2)-word catabolizable.
Lemma 9.25. Let x be the word after the j -th pass of Algorithm 9.22. Then x can be replaced
by ∗x, with x ∗x a Knuth transformation, without changing the insertion tableau or the length
of the recording tableau after subsequent passes. In particular, the set of η-word catabolizable
words is invariant under Knuth transformations.
Proof. Let (dj+1, x′,P ′,Q′) be the tuple for x and (dj+1, ∗x′,P ′′,Q′′) the tuple for ∗x after
the j + 1-st pass. By Proposition 9.9(f) and its proof, P ′ = P ′′. Since the final insertion tableau
is also unchanged by the Knuth transformation and the length of the recording tableau only
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proof of Proposition 9.9(f), either x′ = ∗x′ or x′ ∗x′ is a Knuth transformation, so the result
follows by induction. 
Conjecture 9.26. Suppose U is a stackable AT of shape λ. Then the following are equivalent for
an AT T :
(i) T is (sgnP (U),λ′)-row catabolizable.
(ii) sgnP (T )= sgnP (U) and rowword(T ) is λ′-word catabolizable.
(iii) sgnP (T )= sgnP (U) and colword(T ) is λ′-word catabolizable.
(iv) T is (U,1λ1)-column catabolizable.
(v) There is a sequence of Knuth transformations and corotation-edges from w := rowword(T )
to rowword(sgnP (U)) and there is a sequence of Knuth transformations, corotation-edges,
and ascent-edges from rowword(U) to w.
Proposition 9.27. Maintain the notation of Conjecture 9.26. Properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) are
equivalent, (i) implies (ii), and any of (i)–(iv) implies (v).
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is immediate from Lemma 9.25.
We now prove the equivalence of (iii) and (iv). Let (d1, x,P,Q) be the tuple after the first
pass of Algorithm 9.22 run on colword(T ). Then P is equal to the first column of T implying
T
1λ
′
1
= U
1λ
′
1
⇐⇒ P
1λ
′
1
=U
1λ
′
1
⇐⇒ |Q| λ′1. (76)
If any (all) of these conditions fails, then (iii) and (iv) do not hold, so we may assume these
conditions hold. Then we have the following chain of equivalences:
property (iii) holds; (77.a)
sgnP (xP1P2 . . . P|P |−l1)= sgnP (n+U1,east) and xP1P2 . . . P|P |−l1 is
λ̂′-word catabolizable; (77.b)
sgnP (xP1P2 . . . P|P |−l1)= sgnP (n+U1,east) and colword
((
n+ T ∗1,east
)
T ∗1,west
)
is λ̂′-word catabolizable; (77.c)(
n+ T ∗1,east
)
T ∗1,west is
(
n+U1,east,1λ1−1
)
-column catabolizable; (77.d)
T ∗1,east
(−n+ T ∗1,west) is (U1,east,1λ1−1)-column catabolizable; (77.e)
property (iv) holds, (77.f)
where λ̂′ = (λ′2, λ′3, . . . , λ′λ1) and T ∗ is the skew subtableau of T obtained by removing T1l1 .
Note that if we replace the tuple (d1, x,P,Q) after the first pass with (d1, xP1P2 . . . P|P |−l1 ,
P1l1 ,Q1l1 ), nothing changes in the remainder of the algorithm except the indexing of steps; in
particular, the recording tableau after each subsequent pass does not change. The equivalence
of (77.a) and (77.b) follows from this observation, Proposition 9.9(j), and the assumption that
U is stackable. Statements (77.b) and (77.c) are equivalent by Lemma 9.25 as x = colword(n+
T ∗1,east) and P1P2 . . . P|P |−l1 = colword(T ∗1,west). Statements (77.c) and (77.d) are equivalent by
induction. The equivalence of (77.d), (77.e), and (77.f) is clear.
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assume that the conditions in (76) hold. There is a chain of implications similar to the chain
of equivalences above. The difference occurs when we know rowword((n+ T ∗l1,south)T ∗l1,north) is
λ̂′-word catabolizable by induction. Let X = T ∗l1,north and
x′ := rowword(n+X1,east) rowword
(
n+ T ∗l1,south
)
rowword(X1,west),
which is the word of the tuple after the first pass of the algorithm run on rowword(T ). The key
fact to check is that rowword((n + T ∗l1,south)T ∗l1,north) is λ̂′-word catabolizable implies the same
for x′. To see this, note that if w πw is a corotation-edge with wn−1 <wn, then w’s being λ̂′-
word catabolizable implies the same for πw. Since a step of Algorithm 9.22 can be rephrased as
a composition of Knuth transformations and corotation-edges of the above form, the fact follows.
If any of (i)–(iv) holds, then (ii) holds, so there is a path of Knuth transformations and
corotation-edges from rowword(T ) to rowword(sgnP (T )).
If any of (i)–(iv) holds, then (v) holds: suppose that Q is a tableau that appears in the induc-
tive verification that T is (U,1λ1)-column catabolizable, i.e. Q1λ′c is the c-th column of U and
ccat1λ′c (Q) is (Uc,east,1
λ1−c)-column catabolizable. Since U is stackable, the entries in Q∗1,west
are larger than those in Uc,west. Thus the word
colword(Uc,east) colword
(
ccat1λ′c (Q)
)
can be obtained from
colword(Uc−1,east) colword(Q)
by following a sequence of rotation-edges, Knuth transformations, and ascent-edges in reverse.
Iterating this argument shows that there is a sequence of Knuth transformations, corotation-edges,
and ascent-edges from rowword(U) to rowword(T ), completing the proof that any of (i)–(iv)
implies (v). 
Definition 9.28. If U is stackable, redefine the dual Garsia–Procesi cocyclage poset copy
AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U)
to be the ccp on the set of AT satisfying conditions (ii)–(iv) of Conjecture 9.26.
This is conjecturally the same as AGP∨U,sgnP (U) from Definition 9.15 in the case U is stackable.
Remark 9.29. For U = G∨λ , this definition agrees with the definition of AGP
∨
G∨λ ,G∨1n
given in Sec-
tion 5.5. The only way this could fail is if AGP∨U,sgnP (U)  F
ccp(R1n)=DSw0 (U =G∨λ ). We know
this inclusion to hold however, because if T satisfies (iv) of Conjecture 9.26, then it satisfies (v)
of this conjecture, implying T ∈ AcsqG(n),G1n . But we know that this csq is equal to R1n .
In the case U is stackable, the “easy half” of Conjecture 9.16(b) is immediate from the new
definition of AGP∨U,sgnP (U) and Proposition 9.27:
Proposition 9.30. If U is stackable, then F ccp(AcsqU,sgnP (U))⊇ AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U)
.
2340 J. Blasiak / Advances in Mathematics 228 (2011) 2292–2351Fig. 5. The ccp copy AGP∨
U,sgnP (U)
for U the tableau in the top row. All cocyclage-edges are drawn.
Example 9.31. Fig. 5 depicts the ccp AGP∨U,sgnP (U) for U = .
We are now in a position to state the generalization of Corollary 6.7 that uses the full power
of Theorem 6.5. For λ ∈ Y++ and u2 ∈W+e such that Ψ (u2) ∈DS , put
Nλ,u2 :=A
{
sλ(Y )C
′
u1w0u2 : u1 ∈DS
}
. (78)
Theorem 9.32. Suppose w ∈We is maximal in its coset Wfw and let w =w0yβu′ with β ∈ Y++ ,
Ψ (u′) ∈DS be the factorization of Proposition 6.4. Let U be the single-row tableau P(w). Then
(a) Nβ,u′ and A{C′ : u ∈DS} are equal and are cellular subquotients of Ĥ +,uw
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(c) F ccp(Nβ,u′)= AsgnsgnP (U) and is equal to AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U)
, with the old Definition 9.15,
(d) F ccp(Nβ,u′) is equal to AGP∨U,sgnP (U), with the new Definition 9.28,
(e) Nβ,u′ = AcsqU,sgnP (U).
Proof. The equality of Nβ,u′ and A{C′uw: u ∈DS} is immediate from Theorem 6.5. For λ ∈ Y++
and u2 ∈W+e such that Ψ (u2) ∈DS , define
N⊇λ,u2 :=
⊕
μ⊇λ
Nμ,u2, Nλ :=
⊕
Ψ (u2)∈DS
Nλ,u2,
N⊇λ :=
⊕
μ⊇λ
Nμ, and Nλ :=
⊕
μλ
Nμ.
By Theorem 6.5 and the Littlewood–Richardson rule, N⊇λ and Nλ are submodules of Ĥ +.
Thus Nλ = N⊇λ/Nλ is a cellular subquotient of Ĥ +. Moreover, as Ĥ +e+ ∼= N⊇0,id is a
submodule of the left Ĥ +-module Ĥ +, N⊇0,u2 = N⊇0,id
−→
C ′u2 is as well, where the equality
is by Theorem 6.5. Since the intersection of two cellular subquotients is a cellular subquotient,
Nλ,u2 =N⊇0,u2 ∩Nλ is a cellular subquotient of Ĥ +. This proves (a).
For (b), define the map f : N⊇0,id → N⊇λ,u2 by requiring C′w0 → sλ(Y )C′w0u2 . This implies
f (C′uw0)= sλ(Y )C′uw0u2 for all u ∈DS and f (N0,id)⊆Nλ,u2 by Theorem 6.5. Thus f gives
rise to the isomorphism
N0,id =N⊇0,id/N0,id ∼=−→N⊇λ,u2/Nλ,u2 =Nλ,u2 . (79)
This proves (b) as N0,id =R1n .
For statement (c), first note that F ccp(R1n) is equal to AGP∨G(n),sgnP (G(n)) (old definition) by
definition. By (b), F ccp(Nβ,u′) ∼= F ccp(R1n). Then by the same argument as in the proof of
Proposition 9.9(h) and (i), we have F ccp(Nβ,u′) = AGP∨U,sgnP (U) (old definition). This ccp is cer-
tainly contained in AsgnsgnP (U). To see that it is equal, suppose v ∈ A
sgn
sgnP (U)
. Then v ∈ c(n) ∩W+e ,
so v belongs to some Nβ ′,u′′ = (F ccp)−1(AGP∨U ′,sgnP (U ′)), where U ′ = P(w0yβ
′
u′′); but then
sgnP (U) = sgnP (v) = sgnP (U ′), implying U = U ′. Hence v ∈ F ccp(Nβ,u′) = AGP∨U,sgnP U , as de-
sired.
We certainly have that AGP∨U,sgnP (U) (new definition) is contained in A
sgn
sgnP (U)
, so given (c), we
must show this containment is an equality. Suppose v ∈ AsgnsgnP (U). We need to show that v is
1n-word catabolizable. Our assumption implies v ∈ c(n) ∩ W+e . Now the poset P(v) is a total
order on [n], which is equal to P(v′) for any v′ obtainable from v by Knuth transformations and
corotations. It follows that after the j -th pass of Algorithm 9.22 run on v, the insertion tableau
contains at least the j numbers whose residues correspond to the j smallest elements of this total
order. This shows that v is 1n-word catabolizable, proving (d).
Since Nβ,u′ contains the left cells ΓU and ΓsgnP (U), Nβ,u′ ⊇ AcsqU,sgnP (U). Then by (d)
and Proposition 9.30, F ccp(Nβ,u′) = AGP∨U,sgnP (U) ⊆ F ccp(A
csq
U,sgnP (U)
). This implies Nβ,u′ ⊆
AcsqU,sgnP (U), hence (e) is proved. 
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lowest two-sided We-cell of We (= c(n)).
9.6. Here we show that the dual of CCP(T (η)) is strongly isomorphic to a subposet of
CCP(AT) (see Definition 5.3).
Given an r-composition η of n, let Ŝη = Ŝη1 × Ŝη2 ×· · ·× Ŝηr . Let lj =
∑j−1
i=1 ηi , j ∈ [r +1],
be the partial sums of η and Bj be the interval [lj + 1, lj+1] for j ∈ [r]. Recall that the notation
aˆ denotes the element of [n] congruent to the integer a mod n.
Define α : Ŝn → Ŝη by α(w) = (x1, x2, . . . , xr ), where (identifying Ŝn and Ŝη with affine
words and r-tuples of affine words) xj is determined as follows: let w˜ be the word w1w2 . . .wn
sorted in increasing order, i.e., w˜ = w0(Sw). Let wj , j ∈ [r], be the subword of the word of w
consisting of the numbers in {w˜i : i ∈ Bj }; w is a shuffle of its subwords w1, . . . ,wr . Then xj is
determined by wj and the conditions
xˆ
j
1 xˆ
j
2 . . . xˆ
j
ηj
has the same relative order as wˆj1 wˆ
j
2 . . . wˆ
j
ηj
, (80.i)
x
j
i − xˆji
ηj
= w
j
i − wˆji
n
, i ∈ [ηj ]. (80.ii)
Example 9.34. Suppose n = 9 and η = (2,2,1,4). Then for the given w, α(w) is computed
below.
w = 13 44 9 31 12 25 46 7 8,(
w1,w2, . . . ,wr
) = (7 8,9 12,13,44 31 25 46),
α(w) = (x1, x2, . . . , xr) = (1 2,2 11,11,42 31 23 44).
For D = (D1,D2, . . . ,Dr) an ordered partition of the set [n] with |Di | = ηi , define another
map αD : Ŝn → Ŝη by αD(w) = (x1, x2, . . . , xr ), where xj is defined in terms of wj as above
and wj is the subword of w consisting of those wi such that wˆi ∈Dj (i ∈ [n]).
Example 9.35. Suppose n = 9 and η = (2,2,1,4) and D = {1,5} unionsq {2,9} unionsq {6} unionsq {3,4,7,8}.
Then αD is computed below.
w = 13 44 9 31 12 25 46 7 8,(
w1,w2, . . . ,wr
)= (31 25,9 12,46,13 44 7 8),(
x1, x2, . . . , xr
)= (31 22,2 11,41,11 42 3 4).
Recall that W(η) denotes the set of words of content η. Let W(η)∨ be the set of semistandard
words of content η, but with the convention that if two numbers in such a word are the same, then
the one on the left is slightly bigger; let T (η)∨ be the set of transposed tableaux of content η,
or equivalently, the set of insertion tableaux of W(η)∨; let CCP(T (η)∨) be the cocyclage poset
obtained from CCP(T (η)) by transposing tableaux and reversing edges. Let W ′ ⊆ We consist
of those w such that α(w) = (x1, . . . , xr ) with xj decreasing. For w ∈ W ′, denote by β(w) the
unique element of W(η)∨ such that wS and β(w) have the same relative order. This defines a
map β :W ′ → W(η)∨.
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βD :We → W(η), similar to αD , as follows: βD(w) has word x = x1x2 . . . xn, where xi = j if
and only if wˆi ∈Dj .
Example 9.36. If n = 9, η = (2,2,1,4), Dj = [lj + 1, lj+1] with lj =∑j−1i=1 ηi , and w is as
shown, then β(w) and βD(w) follow
w = 2 23 48 35 47 1 46 39 14,
wS = 2 4 9 5 8 1 7 6 3,
β(w)= βD(w)= 1 2 4 3 4 1 4 4 2.
Let W ′D := {w ∈W ′: β(w)= βD(w)}. A weak corotation of a semistandard word is the same
as a corotation except we allow the number 1 to be corotated.
Proposition 9.37. The map β (or βD) restricted to W ′D commutes with left-multiplication by
s ∈ S, preserves left descent sets, and commutes with weak corotations.
Proof. Since β(w) and wS have the same relative order, β certainly commutes with left-
multiplications by s ∈ S and preserves left descent sets. On the other hand, βD certainly com-
mutes with weak corotations. 
Also write β for the map of tableau P(w) → P(β(w)), which is well-defined by the proposi-
tion.
Let η+ be the partition obtained by sorting the parts of η. Note that the word of πk , k ∈ Z, is
decreasing and that A{πk: k ∈ [i, j ]}, 0 i  j , is a cellular subquotient of Ĥ . Suppose a ∈ Zr
and  aj /ηj! + 1 <  aj+1/ηj+1! for all j ∈ [r − 1]. Next suppose an affine word w satisfies
α(w)= αD(w)=
(
πa1 ,πa2 , . . . , πar
)
. (81)
Then w is a shuffle of decreasing subwords wj of the form
a.ck a.ck−1 · · · a.c1 (a − 1).cηj (a − 1).cηj−1 · · · (a − 1).ck+1, (82)
where a =  aj/ηj !, Dj = {c1, . . . , cηj }, and c1 < · · ·< cηj . It is then not hard to see that
there is a unique tableau U of shape λ= (η+)′ such that any word
inserting to U satisfies (81). (83)
For example, with η = (3,2,2,1), Dj = [lj + 1, lj+1], and a = (0,2,4,3), the resulting U is the
tableau in the first row and second column of Fig. 6.
Definition 9.38. For a cocyclage poset A, set W(A)= {w: P(w) ∈ A}.
Lemma 9.39. With U defined in terms of a as above and if η = η+, then U is stackable. If, in
addition, a1/η1 " a2/η2 " · · · " ar/ηr , then W(AGP∨ )⊆W ′ .U,sgnP (U) D
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of the form (82). Then  aj/ηj ! + 1 <  aj+1/ηj+1! for all j ∈ [r − 1] implies U is stackable.
For the second statement observe that rowword(sgnP (U)) is a shuffle of words w1, . . . ,wr ,
where wj is of the form (82) for a not too far from  aj /ηj!. Any word obtained from
rowword(sgnP (U)) by sequence of Knuth transformations and a small number of rotation-edges
is also a shuffle of a similar form. It is easy to see that such a shuffle belongs to W ′D . For any
w ∈ W(AGP∨U,sgnP (U)), there is a path from rowword(sgnP (U)) to w consisting of Knuth transfor-
mations and at most
(
n
2
)
rotation-edges, hence the desired result. 
Theorem 9.40. With U defined in terms of a as in (83) and if W(AGP∨
U,sgnP (U)
) ⊆ W ′D , then there
exists a section β ′ : W(η)∨ → W ′D of β with image W(AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U)
). If, in addition, η is a parti-
tion, then β :AGP∨
U,sgnP (U)
→ CCP(T (η)∨) is a strong isomorphism.
Proof. For any T1, T2 ∈ AGP∨U,sgnP (U), we will show by induction on deg(sgnP (U))− deg(Ti) that
β(T1) = β(T2) implies T1 = T2. The base case is sh(β(T1)) = sh(β(T2)) = 1n. Since the only
tableau of AGP∨U,sgnP (U) of shape 1
n is sgnP (U), we have T1 = sgnP (U) = T2. For β(T1) = β(T2)
not of shape 1n, we use that every w ∈ W(AGP∨U,sgnP (U)) has a path of Knuth transformations and
corotation-edges to rowword(sgnP (U)). Thus induction and Proposition 9.37 imply T1 = T2.
This shows that β restricted to AGP∨
U,sgnP (U)
is injective. Since every word of W(η)∨ has a path
of Knuth transformations and corotations to the decreasing word of W(η)∨, a similar inductive
argument shows that β restricted to AGP∨U,sgnP (U) is surjective. Thus we can define β ′ to be the
inverse of β restricted to AGP∨U,sgnP (U).
The second statement of theorem is a little tricky. The fact that w and β(w) have the same
relative order together with Proposition 9.37 imply that β is a strong isomorphism of cocyclage
posets provided we check the following: (i) if w,πw ∈ W(AGP∨U,sgnP (U)), then β(πw) is a corota-
tion of β(w); (ii) if x, x′ ∈ W(η)∨ and x′ is a corotation of x, then β ′(x′) = πβ ′(x). Statement
(i) would fail only if β(w) ends in a 1, but this would imply sgnP (πw) = sgnP (w), contradicting
w,πw ∈ W(AGP∨U,sgnP (U)). To prove (ii), we need a more explicit description of β ′.
Note that a word w ∈We can be recovered uniquely from αD(w) ∈ Ŝη and βD(w) ∈ W(η)∨,
and therefore w ∈ W ′D can be recovered from αD(w) and β(w). For a word x, let x|[j ] be the
subword of x obtained by removing from w all numbers not in [j ]. Also let x† denote the reverse
of the word x. We will need the notion of charge of a semistandard word, which can be computed
by the well-known circular-reading procedure (see, for instance, [20, §3.6]). The map β ′ has the
following description (which we temporarily denote by β ′′): given x ∈ W(η)∨ define
ci := charge
(
x†
∣∣[j ])− charge(x†∣∣[j−1]), j ∈ [r]
(charge of the empty word is defined to be 0); then w := β ′′(x) ∈W ′D is determined by β(w)= x
and
αD(w)=
(
πc1 , . . . , πcr
) · αD(rowword(U))
(this is a product in the group Ŝη).
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rowword(U) to any element of W(AGP∨U,sgnP (U)), and by (i) and the remarks preceding it, this
path is mapped by β to a path of Knuth transformations, corotations, and rotations in W(η)∨.
Then β ′ = β ′′ is proved by showing that these maps agree on x = β(rowword(U)) and that if
they agree on x, then they agree on x′, where x x′ is an edge in one of the paths just described.
These claims are straightforward to check. To check it for corotations, suppose β(πw) = x′ is a
corotation of β(w)= x (and is an edge in one of the paths just described) and xn = j . Then
charge
(
x′†
∣∣[i])− charge(x†∣∣[i])= {1 if i  j,0 if i < j.
On the other hand,
αD(πw)= (id, . . . , π, . . . , id) · αD(w), (84)
where π occurs in the j -th position. Thus β ′(x′)= πβ ′(x) and β ′′(x′) both map to the right-hand
side of (84) under αD , hence β ′(x′)= β ′′(x′).
The main point is that the path in W(AGP∨U,sgnP (U)) from w to rowword(U) consists of
corotation-edges and rotation-edges of a special form (those corresponding to corotation steps
in the sign insertion algorithm), however by the check for corotations in the previous paragraph,
πβ ′′(x)= β ′′(x′) for any corotation x x′. This proves (ii). 
Corollary 9.41. If a is as in Lemma 9.39, U is defined in terms of a as in (83), and η = η+, then
β :AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U) → CCP
(T (η)∨)
is a strong isomorphism of cocyclage posets.
Conjecture 9.42. Corollary 9.41 holds for arbitrary η.
Example 9.43. Suppose n = 8, η = (3,2,2,1) and Dj = [lj + 1, lj+1]. Let U, U˜,β(U) be the
three tableaux in the first row of Fig. 6 and let T r,c be the tableau in the r-th row and c-th column.
In each column is a selection of tableaux from the isomorphic cocyclage posets AGP∨U,sgnP (U),
AGP
∨
U˜ ,sgnP (U˜)
, CCP(T (η)∨) such that T r,1 ↔ T r,2 ↔ T r,3 under the isomorphisms between these
posets. In the first column, we see that βD = β on the second row but not on the third and there is a
cocyclage-edge from T 2,1 to T 3,1. The ai are large enough so that β(T r,2)= βD(T r,2)= T r,3 for
all r ; this is in contrast to β(T 5,1) = βD(T 5,1) = T 5,3. Also the cocyclage-edges T 4,1 cc−→ T 5,1
and T 4,3 cc−→ T 5,3 demonstrate that AGP∨
U,sgnP (U)
and CCP(T (η)∨) are not strongly isomorphic.
Remark 9.44. The sign insertion algorithm and Corollary 9.41 give an algorithm for computing
charge of a semistandard word x of partition content. If Conjecture 9.42 holds, then the sign in-
sertion algorithm would give a way of computing charge for semistandard words not of partition
content that avoids reflection operators.
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9.7. Here we discuss Shimozono–Weyman atoms in more detail. Recall from Section 5.5
that the SW ccp ASWrGλ,η (resp. ASWcG∨λ ,η) is the cocyclage poset on the set of (Gλ,η)-row (resp.
(G∨λ , η)-column) catabolizable tableaux. Semistandard versions of these sets of tableaux first ap-
pear in [20], where they are conjectured to give a combinatorial description of certain generalized
Hall–Littlewood polynomials. These polynomials are symmetric polynomials with coefficients
in C[t] and are defined as the formal characters of the Euler characteristics of certain C[gln]-
modules supported in nilpotent conjugacy class closures. The generalized Hall–Littlewood poly-
nomials are known to be t-analogues of the character of certain Sn-modules induced from a
parabolic subgroup of Sn, however as far as we know, it is yet to be proved that SW ccp also
satisfy this property.
We now state precisely a conjecture mentioned in Section 5.5.
Conjecture 9.45. The SW csq (F ccp)−1(ASWrGλ,η) and (F ccp)−1(ASWcG∨λ ,η) exist.
This has been checked in Magma for n up to 6.
It seems that catabolizability combinatorics can be extended to the dual GP ccp copy
AGP
∨
U,sgnP (U)
for U stackable, but not to copies for non-stackable U . For U stackable, let ASWcU,η
be the cocyclage poset on the set of (U,η)-column catabolizable tableaux.
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Conjecture 9.46. Suppose that U and U ′ are stackable AT of shape λ. Then ASWcU,η is a sub-
cocyclage poset of AGP∨U,sgnP (U) (and A
SWc
U ′,η is a sub-cocyclage poset of AGP
∨
U ′,sgnP (U ′)). Further
suppose that f : AGP∨U,sgnP (U)
∼= AGP∨U ′,sgnP (U ′) is an isomorphism in Cocyclage Posets. Then f re-
stricts to an isomorphism ASWcU,η ∼= ASWcU ′,η.
Let U be the tableau β ′(Z∨
λ′), where Z
∨
λ′ is the transpose of the superstandard tableau of shape
and content λ′ and β ′ is as in Theorem 9.40. As remarked in Section 5.3, the SW ccp copy
ASWcU,η agrees with the original set of semistandard tableaux CT (λ;R) as defined in [20] under
the correspondence β .
Conjecture 9.46 has been extensively tested in the case f is the standardization map (or, to be
consistent with the notation in the conjecture, in the case U is as in the previous paragraph and
U ′ =G∨λ ).
9.8. Here we give the definition of Chen ccp as the intersection of certain SW ccp [4].
For a skew shape θ = Θ/ν, define row(θ) (resp. column(θ)) to be the composition given by
the row (resp. column) lengths of θ , i.e., row(θ)i =Θi − νi and column(θ)i =Θ ′i − ν′i .
Definition 9.47. If θ = Θ/ν is a skew shape with |θ | = n and λ,μ  n, then λ is skew-linked
to μ by θ , written λ θ−→ μ, if row(θ) = λ and column(θ) = μ′. If λ is skew-linked to μ by θ for
some λ,μ  n, then we say that θ is a skew linking shape. See Fig. 7.
Let Vλ be the Specht module of shape λ, Jμ ⊆ S be as in Section 7.1, Sμ the parabolic
subgroup SnJμ , and e+μ := e+Jμ the trivial module for CSμ.
Proposition 9.48. (See [4].) The following are equivalent.
(a) There is a skew shape θ such that λ θ−→ μ.
(b) There exists a non-negative integer d(μ,λ) such that in the Sn-module R ⊗C (IndSnSμ e+μ ),
Vλ occurs with multiplicity 1 in degree d(μ,λ) and this is the unique occurrence of any Vν
with ν  λ in degree less than or equal to d(μ,λ).
Definition 9.49. For λ,μ satisfying any (all) of the conditions in Proposition 9.48, let Amodμ,λ be
the minimal quotient of R⊗C (IndSnSμ e+μ ) (in RWf -Mod) whose restriction to CSn contains Vλ.
By the proposition, this determines a unique R Wf -module.
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of R1n . The following are equivalent for an AT Q ∈ F ccp(M) of shape μ and an AT P ∈ F ccp(M)
of shape λ:
(a) In the minimal cellular quotient of M containing ΓP , the AT Q is the unique tableau of
shape  μ in degree  deg(P )− d(μ,λ).
(b) In the minimal cellular submodule of M containing ΓQ, the AT P is the unique tableau of
shape  λ in degree  deg(Q)+ d(μ,λ).
Definition 9.51. If P and Q satisfy (a) and (b) of Conjecture 9.50 for some M satisfying the
stated condition, then P is skew-linked to Q by θ , or P and Q are skew-linked.
With the notation of Conjecture 9.50, let P = Gλ and M =Rλ. Then by Theorem 7.10 and
a dual version of Proposition 9.48, there is a unique U of shape μ in F ccp(Rλ) such that Gλ is
skew-linked to U by θ .
For a skew shape θ =Θ/ν with λ θ−→ μ, define the intervals [br , dr ] for r ∈ [(λ)] as follows:
let c = νr . If νr = 0, then bi = μ′c+1, di = μ′c; if νr = 0, then br = dr = (λ) + 1 − r (which is
 μ′1).
Example 9.52. Let θ be as shown.
θ =
The intervals [b1, d1] . . . [b10, d10] are
[4,5] [4,5] [5,5] [5,6] [6,6] [5,5] [4,4] [3,3] [2,2] [1,1].
Definition 9.53. Let λ θ−→ μ and br , dr be as above. Suppose Gλ is skew-linked to U by θ . The
Li-Chung Chen ccp AChenU,Gλ is the intersection of A
SWr
Gλ,η
over those (λ)-compositions η such that
ηi  dli+1 for i ∈ [(λ)], where lj =
∑j−1
i=1 ηi .
Example 9.54. The leftmost cocyclage poset in the top row of Fig. 8 is the Chen ccp AChenU,G(3,2,1) ,
U = , corresponding to the skew linking shape .
Assuming Conjecture 9.46, then AChenU,Gλ is isomorphic to Chen’s original definition of these
ccp in terms of semistandard tableaux [4].
Also, if we take U = β ′(Z∨μ) with Z∨μ the transpose of the superstandard tableau of shape and
content μ and β ′ as in Theorem 9.40, then there is a unique P of shape λ in AGP∨U,sgnP (U) in degree
deg(U) + d(μ,λ). Let AChenU,P be defined analogously to AChenU,Gλ with ASWcU,η in place of ASWrGλ,η .
Then AChen is the original definition of Chen ccp under the correspondence β .U,P
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Conjecture 9.55. Suppose λ θ−→ μ and Gλ is skew-linked to U by θ . Then
(a) F (Amodμ,λ )tdegU =F (AChenU,Gλ),
(b) Fmod(AcsqU,Gλ)= Amodμ,λ ,
(c) F ccp(AcsqU,Gλ)= AChenU,Gλ ,
(d) if P is skew-linked to Q by θ , then AcsqQ,P ∼= AcsqU,Gλ .
Note that since Fmod(AcsqU,Gλ) ⊇ Amodμ,λ , (a) and (c) imply (b). Chen has verified statement (a)
of this conjecture up to n = 7. Computing in Magma, we verified Conjecture 9.50 and (c) and
(d) of the above conjecture (and therefore (b) as well) for n up to 6.
Example 9.56. Continuing Example 9.54, the top row of Fig. 8 contains all cellular subquo-
tients of R1n isomorphic to AcsqU,G(3,2,1) . The bottom row contains two other cellular subquotients
of Ĥ isomorphic to AcsqU,G(3,2,1) . By Example 9.6, the two subquotients on the bottom row are
isomorphic.
Remark 9.57. The main reason we think that finding nice combinatorics for describing copies
of atoms is important is that in AcsqU,Gλ , with Gλ and U skew-linked, there is a path of ascent-
edges, corotation-edges, and Knuth transformations from any word to rowword(Gλ), but there
is no obvious path from a word to rowword(U) in general. However, letting μ = sh(U) and
assuming Conjecture 8.1, there is a P of shape λ such that P is skew-linked to G∨μ. We expect that
AcsqU,Gλ
∼= AcsqG∨μ,P , and there is a path of ascent-edges, corotation-edges and Knuth transformations
from rowword(G∨μ) to any word in A
csq
G∨μ,P
. Thus understanding both these copies simultaneously
would give a very nice description of the atom.
2350 J. Blasiak / Advances in Mathematics 228 (2011) 2292–2351Remark 9.58. The cocyclage poset AChenU,Gλ is not necessarily connected. The smallest n for which
this occurs is n= 6 and the only skew linking shape corresponding to a disconnected ccp is
It may be the case that all LLM ccp are connected (see the next subsection).
9.9. The Lascoux–Lapointe–Morse super atoms of [9] are conjecturally a special case of
Chen ccp. Let us see how this comes about.
A partition λ is k-bounded if its parts have length  k. For a k-bounded partition λ with r
parts, the skew shape θk(λ) = Θ/ν is defined uniquely by the condition row(Θ/ν) = λ and the
inductive conditions: Θr = λr , νr = 0; θ̂ k(λ)= θk(λˆ) and ν1 is the smallest non-negative integer
such that the hook lengths of θk(λ) are  k (λˆ denotes the partition obtained by removing the
first part of λ). See (85).
(85)
λ θ4(λ)
Proposition 9.59. (See [9, Property 33].) For a k-bounded partition λ, λ θk−→ μ for some partition
μ whose conjugate is also k-bounded.
In the language of [9], the k-conjugate of λ is μ′ in the proposition.
Definition 9.60. For μ, λ as in Proposition 9.59 and tableaux Gλ,U that are skew-linked by θk ,
the LLM atom of Gλ,U is AChenU,Gλ .
Chen conjectures that the LLM atom AChenU,Gλ is a super atom of [9], so Conjecture 9.55 contains
a conjecture about super atoms as well.
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